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vaguely but genuinely uneasy. I said universal fame ; but it certainly strikes inhospitable to permit him to turn out which glimmered feebly through lozenge - “ These people saw your advertisement, solve it. Nothing in their school
nothing to either Yal or Alice. Wbat me as curious that you should have to unattended during the n ight; but I shape panes in a window high over and application and references were all books taught them the shrewd, watch
was there to say ? Nor to Mrs. Climber. ask. As to my errand, that is just could preceive no alternative, and I my bead. I sucked in my breath with parts of a.rather clever‘plant.’ But ful readiness competition makes neces
Three years ago I was a girl of six Somehow I had not taken to the fresh pleasure and the resuscitation of old have reason to think that he would a well-nigh audible gasp, ands hivered, the female trickster carried her daring sary. Their refined mental discipline
teen, unemancipated from the school arrival so warmly as the others. I did memories. Your father and I used to have overruled any and every objec but it was as though a subtle fascina a step too far, and will pay the penalty. is almost useless, and at once upon en
room. My father was—and is—banker not dispute that her recommendations be staunch friends. You’re not very tion.
tion drew me nearer in spite of the When I was confronted with that tering the field of trade they find they
at Siston. The town lies in a valley, were first-class ; that her demeanor to like him, young gentleman.” The latter
Mrs. Climder had not appeared. This peril. . Í crept to the tell-tale crack couplet, in the hand I had so much have a great deal to unlearn. It is not
and by a great many people is thought each of us was precisely what it should sentence was, of course, addressed to my struck us afterwards as strange. How through which the penciled line of light reason to know, I got an inkling of the to be denied that a three dollar clerk
unhealthy. Having a kinsman whom be—neither over-deferential nor too brother Val.
ever busy she might be with her cor fell. A single peep and I knew the game that was on foot. And instead ship and the slow, painful climb to
he can thoroughly trust as acting familiar: that she was a skilled bouse
“ Indeed,” the boy said laconically.
respondence, it was curious that she w orst; we were betrayed. Kneeling of going on to Walnsey Cross I return business manhood must seem insulting
manager, papa these many years .since mistress and a paragon of order. Never
The stranger's glance had fallen upon should have beard nothing of the arrival before the receptacle of my' mothers, ed to Daleford and interviewed a ser to a young fellow who can toss off
has abandoned the red bouse in Siston. theless I had consciously frowned when the strange medley that decorated our or that, bearing she should have kept heirlooms was a woman, holding a lamp geant of police. I t seemed that he was
Greek hexameters on call, or deliver
Broadway, and resided at the Manor, papa praised her; and I was in no centre table. “ Some one here is a away. Some twenty minutes after Mr. for the guidance of a male confederate, in possession of an official warning
an oration on Ciceronian Latin. We
Walnsey. This is, however, twelve hurry to take her into my confidence collector of autographs, I see,” he went Lidlaw had left, she entered the draw who busied himself with a file at the tended in the like direction of watchful
are far from denying the value of
miles from his place of business—eight when a nameless oppression weighed gaily on. “ May I inspect them ? Thank ing room and listened to our joint wardrobe lock. They seemed equally ness. We both had a suspicion that
academic training to the professional
by rail added to four by road. The upon my spirits. Alice had discovered you.- It is a pursuit of great interest narrative of what had happened. I absorbed in their nefarious task. The you might have been lured out of the
man, but the tradesman’s requirements
Manor has one other drawback—it my lack of enthusiasm long ago, and to me; I sometimes have to study— fancied that she was preoccupied, until man I had never seen before ; the woman way by a bogus message.”
•
are different.
stands in a very isolated situation. Our insisted that I was prejudiced because ahem !—in a professional capacity con Alice casually referred to the visitor’s was Mrs. Climber. I believe I was
Take the young fellow who left
“N o ; there was no stratagem there,”
nearest neighbor are our namesakes, Mrs. Climber was foreign looking and trast and likeness in penmanship.” He inspection of her handwriting, and that nigher to swooning than on any previ
school as soon as he had mastered the
put in my father.
the Escotts of Walnsey Cross; and had an affected way7 of putting up an bent over Val’s specimens, among then her manner changed, and she ous or subsequent occasion. Luckily,
“Then events conspired so far with rule of three, and entered upon the
Yalentia Lpdge, the county-seat of eyeglass, which, in the opinion of Yal which were included examples of the listened with more interest—even anxi- with a supreme effort I was able to
the
gang of rogue. Well, we came up struggle for existence. His mind was
Captain Milne Escott, lies westward and myself, was totally useless to her. hand of nearly all the boy’s acquaint etj7—than she cared for ps to observe. recover the self-possession wrested from
to
the
Manor to make sure that all was open to all impressions—he learned
across the wilderness we call the Heath, I allowed Alice to think as she pleased.
ances; for Yal played havoc very im From this fact—if such it were—I was, me by the double shock. I dare not right, and we found an open window business without knowing he was learn
a good three miles.
The fact remained that hitherto I was partially with characters ancient and however, at a loss to draw any partic think that might have been the de
and moving lights. We were five in ing, as a child learns to talk. He has
The month when my story opens unconquered, and that Mrs. Clmber
nouncement in the contrary event.
modern, great and small, famous or ular deduction.
number and armed. The sergeant and formed business habits unconsciously.
was February Fill-dike, and it was knew it.
obscure. And by-and-by I noticed a
I passed over the hours that elapsed
How papa had been deceived ! and two of his men entered by the same His mind was moulded to alertness,
justifying its name. Of storms we
Dusk thickened at last, and we had queer little start, seemingly of recogni between this episode, and midnight.
all of us for, though I bad vaguely dis road as the burglars, and at a signal rapidity of thought, promptitude of
seemed to have a ceaseless succession. the approval of our conscience in clos tion. Mr. Lidlaw looked up. “ Who
We had retired early, and the house liked the newcomer, no suspicion of her from the officer I aroused the house action, the requirements of business
Heavy rains and high winds had been ing blinds, and drawing curtains to,
wrote this ?” he said. It was a couple ought have been as dark and as still as fidelity had entered my mind ; yet my hold. One thief was taken in the act character. Let us illustrate. Take a
for several weeks the prevailing meteor and shutting out to every recognized
of lines—a quotation from Tennyson_ if uninhabited. Older friends tell me eyes bad testified that she was an ac of selecting the choicest of your old- little fellow of eight or nine years,
ological conditions. Alice-my younger expedient the driving cloudrack, the
and, beneath, the signature of Mrs. that it is the privilege of healthy girl complice in a sinister plot. Yery pos fashioned silver, and to our infinite brought up in a well regulated home,
sister—and I were prisoners within desolate landscape, and the constant Climber.
hood and with ease. I do not doubt sibly she was its originator.
bewilderment, we discovered later that and place him beside the street Arab,
doors; and we should have found time drip, drip of the trees. And then Yal
It was Alice who replied. “ That’s that they are rig h t; but on this occa
It gave me intense anxiety to decide your clever housekeeper and a second bootblack or newsboy. On the score
drag more heavily than it did but for accepted a stray challenge—mine or
the writing of our housekeeper,” said sion I continued obstinately awake. upon my next step. A daring sugges confederate were caught like rats in a of mental activity and practical knowl
'the presence of Yal. An only brother Alice’s I cannot now be sure; the point
she, wonderingly. “Do you know Mrs. The day had not wanted in agitations tion flew to my brain, but I dismissed trap. That was the work of Miss Mag edge and shrewdness, the latter will
ii always a girl’s hero, and Yal was is immaterial—and proceeded, with a
Climber ? She came to us from Leeds. and surprises, and then had effected my it, not' so much as impracticable as gie here. As soon as we learned this, run him to cover in two minutes. Does
ours. In age he came between us and flow of boyish eloquence which promis
I like her hand—it is so neat and spirit with unusual restlessness. Per useless. It was to lock in the two thieves. we applied to the young lady, got the not some such difference exist between
his proper place at this period of the ed well for his intended future at the pretty.”
haps I am nervous by temperament, and This was possible, if managed with key, and entered. We were only just the educated young man and the one
year was Rugby. But he had met with bar, to vindicate his latest hobby, the
“ And it bespeaks a strong will, de it -was this quality which filled the adroitness, for the key cast a shadow in time to thwart an attempt to eecape to whom business has been a matter of
an accident at Christmas, and was only science of grapbiology. He bad a not
cision, and perhaps, finerse,” said Val, darkness with shapes of terror, and my on the polished floor. Mrs. Climber by the window. But for the height and daily life since early youth, which
just convalescent. Hence, his holidays able collection of autographs and speci
sententiously, quite in the style of the brain with inchaotic fears of some had locked the door of papa’s room with the awkwardness of the descent, the makes employers prefer the latter ? Is
had already lasted in excess a full fort mens of caligraphy which he rummaged lecturer.
scealtby on-creeping evil. It is likely hypocritical care, as we retired that man at least would have escaped. But there not some way of combining an
night of the working term. As perhaps out of his hoard of treasures ; and Upon
But I felt that it was time to know enough to be the true and ample expla night, saying that housemaids were the three are in Siston jail.”
intellectual with a practical business
Val may read this, I will be candid, these he descanted with all the dogma
more of the visitor, who seemed to be nation of my mental condition. Cer curious, and had been known to walk
“And I have to thank you,” said training which will inure to the benefit
and add that there were seasons when, tism of the professor and all the fervor
taking his footing in our midst so much tainly I could not rest. How vainly I in their sleep, and that it was not well
papa, “for the protection of my prop of all concerned ? We have no desire
owing to his teasing, we heartily wished of the disciple. As he was pointing
for granted. I broke in with a direct wished that I had proposed to Alice to trust them to excess. And now the
erty, Mr. Lidlaw ; I am sincerely grate to discourage intellectual ambition, but
him back in the Midlands. The Tuesday out to the balf-sceptical critics and lis
demand,” I have never heard papa that we should occupy the same room. adventuress had left the key on the
the majority of mankind must work for
ful.”
on which papa announced his urgent teners and alleged resemblance between
speak of you, as I can recollect Mr. Lid She would have consented instantly, outside. But what would the count
their
living, and the time to receive the
“ And I am glad to have been of ser
summons to Ferris Court was, however traits in the historical cbaractor of the
law, and he is not at home. Did he ex although I had no reason to suppose ermove avail ? There were villains
necessary
training for that work must,
vice,” answered our friend.”
not one of those occasions. Boreas Duke of Wellington and features in the
pect you to-night?”
to
accomplish
the best results, be com
that Alice shared my terrors. But it below making away with the p la te ;.I
My story is almost at its close. One
was doing his best to bring the house great warrior’s handwriting, he was
would be a confession of cowardice, of had beard them ; they would come to point which was cleared up at the trial menced in youth.—Baldmn's Textile
Mr.
Lidlaw
awoke
as
from
a
reverie.
about our ears. We could not possibly interrupted. T 6 the surprise of each
which I should not soon hear the last, the rescue, and I had no means of suc at Siston assizes was that of the choice Designer.
go out into the tempest. We were not of us, we heard the rumble of approach “ Captain Escott, not at home!” he
to go to her now, even if the situation cessfully following up the temporary of the occasion for the attempt. It came
repeated.
“
Expect
me
?
I
am
here
in
ultra enthusiastic readers; and fancy ing wheels on the soaked avenue with
of her room, at the end of a long, silent advantage. How my fingers itched out that a fictitious letter had been
response to his pressing invitation.”
. Scientific Scraps.
work was ever Alice’s bete noir; there out.
corridor and across a mid-landing was to drag to that door and imprison my compiled which would equally have
Yal
and
I
had
the
clew
to
the
riddle
fore, we must have settled into tame
Dogs are usually nose-minded.
“ Can papa be back, after all, and as
an insufficient deterrent. N o ; I must foes.
simultaneously.
taken papa from home that stormy
subjection to ennui but for Yal. It was early as this ?” Alice cried.
One elephant discovered among the
Clang 1 clatters ! all our bells seemed night; but this part of the scheme was
“ You are wanting Valentine Lodge, toss and turn and wait for the tardy
his business, as be put it, to make
“ Not he. That isn’t our carriage.
tertiary
rocks could not have been less
morning.
to be ringing at once, and Mrs. Clim rendered superfluous by the genial mes
Walnsey Cross,” I said.
things lively ; and be did.
I t ’s a brougham certainly ; but Spence
than
16
feet
in height.
Suddenly, a chill ran through my ber’s precious confederates would not sage of Sir Hugo Ferris, and then the
“I t is Mr. John Escott who lives
I had ventured to demur to papa’s isn’t driving it—the rattle’s different,”
veins; I sat up among the pillows, have given the alarm ; it must mean resolve to which papa subsequently
The question is asked why women
going. Surely it was my place to care Yal answered, at the end of a short here; there’s been a mistake,” cried
Val.
always
(with exceedingly rare excep
rigid,
and,
I
doubt
not,
blanched
almost
for
them
interruption
and
discomfiture.
came.
for him as mamma would have done pause.
to their own whiteness. I listened a And in a trice I had acted on my wild
tions)
button
from right to left, and
Mr.
Lidlaw
stood
as
though
paralyz
Mrs.
Climber—boasting
many
other
had she lived, and his health bad
“ Then, who can it be?” I said with
very agony of attention. From the idea. The great oak door was fast— names equally convenient for a month men from left to right.
ed
by
the
revelatiou
of
his
blunder;
troubled me of late, thoughtless as I toq wonder and recrudescence of anxiety.
then a shadow of intense vexation depth below had echoed distinctly up fast! I had the key, and with it I fled or a year—was this time punished by
Experiments have been made in Rus
frequently was,
Yal crossed to the window and caught passed over his features ; and this turn ward—or my faculties were playing me to my room. There I cowered as chil
the heavy sentence, her two associates sia on the culture of minute parasitic
“It is a dreadfully rough day, papa,” question and reply of vistor and coach
yielded to a smile at his own expense. false—the sound of the sudden yielding dren do under bedclothes, and suffered being treated with the like severity.
plants for the destruction of injurious
I said. “ Cannot Sir Hugo Ferris wait? man.
“ Whew ! This comes of not being of a bolt. My appartment was imme paroxyism after paroxyism of helpless
Yal
believes
more
than
ever
in
graphiinsects.
Caterpillars feeding on the
It is such a distance to Ferris Court;
“Is this the right place ?” inquired the sufficiently precise in investigation ; a diately over the plate closet, and ad abject terror. Every vestage of bravery
ology.
beet
root
were
abundantly destroyed.
and all cross country. You can’t reach former.
lesson I hardly ought to learn, afterall jacent to the partition which closed .in deliberate or fortutious, had forsaken
We
lost
a
housekeeper
but
gained
a
A French physician has mentioned
the place readily by rail.”
“Yes; this be Mr. Escott’s o’ th ’ these years,” he grimly soliloquised. the second flight of stairs. This ac me. But I was not molested.
permanent friend. Mr. Lidlaw comes recorded cases of a bodily temperature
“No; I wish that I could,” papa Manor, Walnsey,” returned the former. Then he bowed depreciatingly to us, counted for the transmission of the
What happened on the other side of as frequently to Walnsey as to Walnsey as high as one hundred and twentyanswered. “ But the journey is quite
Clang went the hall bell; and in and proceeded : “ The storm was rag noise. But the noise was an ominous my fortress can be simply and suc Cross. And may I not confess that
eight degrees Fahrenheit, and as low as
imperative. Sir Hugo is one of our another half minute Josephs, our butler, ing so fiercely that I was content in the disclosure. In the dead of night it
cinctly related in the words with which there is more behind ? I have special ninety-four degrees Fahrenheit, explain
best patrons. He telegraphs that his looking anything but pleasant at the station yard with little delay and few was surely illegitmate, and spoke of
on the morrow our friend and benefac reason to remember with thankfulness ing how nervous diseases may be pro
departure for Algiers is fixed definitely interference with his session of enjoy words. I asked the coachman who crime.
tor, Mr. Lidlaw, enlightened papa. It the deliverance from that dark peril. duced.
for Tuesday—an alteration in his ar ments in the kitchen, opened our door was handiest if he could drive me to
The veriest craven will so'metimea will be needful to resume from the point To these events I owe an introduction
rangements ; and I have urgent matters and ponnerously announced: “ Mr. Captain Escott’s Walnsey, and he said obtain an access of courage as myster
A tribe called Cafusos has sprung up
of his recognition of Mrs. Clmber’s hand to Harry Lidlaw, Mr. Lidlaw’s nephew.
to discuss with him. He insists—fool Lidlaw.”
in
Brazil from the crossing between the
‘Yes.’ I suppose he did not catch ious in its source as, generally , transient writing when chatting in her drawing He too, is our friend ; and I have prom
ishly, but I cannot help it—on negoti
long,
stiff-haired natives and the im
The came was entirely unknown to more than the surname; and I was in its sway, I am not calling myself room.
ised that one day I will let him assume
ating with the principal; be will have me, as also the purport and occasion of ignorant that Walnsey, and Walnsey
ported
African slaves. The admixture
hard names. Indeed, I should be sorry
“ You see, I am an expert in these a still dearer title. I t is unnecessary
none of Mr. Bellews.” I suppose my the call. I debated for a moment Cross are not identical plapes.”
of
such
extremes has produced extraor
to believe that I absolutely belong to matters,” he said. ‘Probably you may to be more explicit; any loving girl’s
face was visibly lengthening, lor before whether I should send Alice in search
dinary
hair,
which rises perpendicular
“They are tHree miles apart,” said the class whose badge is a white feather. have seen my name in the newspapers heart will read the meaning into the
I coqltj reply, papa added : Don’t look of Mrs. Climber—who was, I believe,
ly
in
close,
curly
masses and forms an
But I have owned to trepidate; and in connection with some trial, civil or riddle.— Chamber's Journal.
Yalso glum about it, Maggie. You will be waiting in her own rooifl—joy whether J
enormous
wig.
“ I was uncertain of my train, or now I mastered for at least a few min criminal, in which the identification of
quite safe here jn charge of Mrs- Clim shquld npyself assqtpe the responsibility
Captain Escott would have sent to meet utes the first paralysis of fright. I handwriting has formed a leading fea
Collegians vs. Apprentices.
ber, our new housekeeper. I am con of confronting the stranger. This
The question whether tame rats are
me. I begged him not to do that. pressed my throbbing temples hard ture in the proceedings ?’ ”
vinced,_ after many changes and mis question was decided for me. On the
personal property has just been decided
“ I have,” papa answered.
The question now.is, bow to get away, against the wainscot, and found that
.
The
question
4s
often
asked
why
haps, we have secured a treasure. I heels of the domestic advanced Mr.
for the driver—r-be was none too sober the wood was a faithful conductor of
“ Exactly» And two months ago I educated young men do not succeed as in the affirmative by a New. Haven
say this because it is. uncertain if I shall Lidlaw ; he, at least, appeared fo have
sound. A rumbling and grating that had to make a professional study of well in obtaining employment as do, Judge. The case.arose through the
-=is
gone,
and
my
luggage
is
in
your
return to-night.”
no doubt as to the poqrse to follow, hall- I t is most unfortunate and absurd, could have no honest and satisfactory
various documents and signatures in a boys who have grown up in trade, and arrest of a boy for stealing three rats
“Not to return to-night 1” I ech.ied fJndtr-siged, middle aged, clean-shaven, and wholly ffly fault, for I remember cause, jarred upon my nerves. I was
north-country case of systematic and received their education and experi from a companion. The attorney for
helplessly.
gray—this is the best and fqjisst de remarking that the fellow called your not the victim of delusion. Assured of long-continued fraud. I am prepared ence along with the hard knocks com the defense argued that no theft had
“N°,” he said. “ I have decided to scription which I could have given at home ‘the Manor’—which was not a this, I began to dress, with quaking, to swear that the specimen of Mrs. monly called “getting the eye teeth been committed, since rats were an
take the horses the whole way ; and as the moment of the easy-going intruder, familiar name for it—both at Daleford fumbling fingers,,and in the dark. Plan Climber’s alias Mrs. Clegg’s hand show cut.” That the fact, as thus stated, is enemy to mankind. The Judge decided
the roads are in a bad state, Spence and it will suffice for my narrative.'
Station and here on arrival. I tender a I had none as yet, and my actuating ed me by your son is the fac-simile of a true cannot be denied. The precise to the contrary.
will put the cattle up in the next village
“Ah, three of y ou!” he said. “ My thousand apologies.”
purpose was merely to reach and alarm large number of those forged papers. reason would, perhaps, be hard to find,
and then drive me back the next morn old friend’s daughters and son, I pre
Forthwith, our group of four resolved th rest of the household. I t was just, The writer is the same. And now that but there are many things which the
How deftly the human spider now
ing. I shall be sure of comfortable sume? I was not aware he was so itself into a committee for dealing with for I did not pause to ask what effectual
and
then weaves its web. An accom
mind
recurs
to
at
once
as
having
a
I have seen her—she had a most valid
quarters at Ferris Court.”
favored.”
this singular emergency. Our debate resistance to a gang of robbers could reason for keeping in the back-ground bearing on the subject.
plished young newspaper man was re
“Is it quite—safe ?” I asked.
The human voice is a wonderful in had but a lame issue. If papa had be offered by a pack of scare«! women, yesterday evening—I recognize the
First, college-bred young men are cently dispatched from Boston to' the
“ For me, do you mean.”
strument. In one case, it shall of itself been here and had become convinced of an invalid boy an,fl oqp tottering old woman, too. She only escaped a long without experience on the practical interior of New Hampshire to write up
No-o; for us. This house is so convey suspicion ; in another reassur the bona fides of his uninvited guest, man.
term of penal servitude through the side of life. The pushing, alert busi the history of an old lady of 98. He
lonely; and it is known that there are ance. It was the latter here. A ty he would have sent Spencer w|t^ Mr.
I thought first of our governess, and plea that she was her husband’s tool. ness man is not particularly impressed was told that she had never so much as
■mamma s jewels—and the pictures_and rannical imagination bad painted before Lidlaw to Captain |Jscott’s. g o t papa Mrs. Climber, and iu this order. They
And another thing made me startled with the value of a college degree in learned her letters. Did he blurt it out
the plate.”
my mental vision with a swift brush and thg qieu were absent. Josephs both occupied rooms on the same floor and suspicious. It was this : At Dale- forecasting the market or determining in print ? Not a bit of it. He merely
f*aPa scoffed at my fears. “ We are the portrait of a dangerous conspirator, Was old, and often ailing; I hesitated as myself, but far in the rear of the ford a man left the same train, whom I
the value of “job lots,” because he stated in his finely written article that
i°° i i ffoffl the track of the light-finger 'f’he'jjving pnignqa spojfe, and, however to suggest any scheme that should building. I t was an ugly venture to identified, in spite of his wrappings, as knows business is not a theory all, but “she can read the finest print as well as
ffi jH’PVlPF tq fggfeiye hj§ qtteq tjq p .” he puzzling iflysterjous his presence con involve his going outinto the tempest. get to them. 4 s I was hedating, I the brother of the condemned Long
a hard fact. Then, too, collegians she ever could,” and sent a marked
ftPSffergd.
tinued to be, my courage revived. The And certainly Val must not venture apy remember my mother’s jewels. These Firm swindler, who stood in the dock often give themselves superior airs, copy of the paper to the subject -of the
But it was an error.
circumstance is as I state : the explana such exposure.
were deposited in a wardrobe strong with Mrs. Clegg. He’ll soon follow which do not go down with their asso sketch. More recently the lady died,
Ever since that day I have had a tion f leave to others,
Mr, Lidlaw oarefully inquired his box iu papa ’8 room. Had they escaped him into a convict’s cell. He was in ciates, the majority of whom have re and when her will was admitted to pro
lurking belief in presentiments. I know
' “ My name is Escott; this is my way, and announced that he should the thieves?
Would they escape? volved in the manebester case, though ceived honorable scars in their fight bate it was found that she had made
very well that the confession will cause brother—and sister,” I stammeringly walk. He asked, too—very oddly, as By almost a mechanical impulse I un
there was a flaw in the evidence, and he with oircumstances, and have little ten the young writer her heir.
some superior persons, fortified in the answered. “ But who—to what do we I thought, with a new twinkle of doubt fastened and and opened my door, and
eluded the grasp of justice.”
derness for carpet knights. Moreover,
lines of a same common sense, to smile owe?”----- 1 was a pitifully poor inquis the nearest route back to Daleford stepped lightly the five or six paces to
“ But Mrs. QUmher’s testimonials— the impressionable and formative period
England took its name from the An
with them ; and yet it is not more cer itor. But before I had framed my query, village. Val’s directions were clear that of the vast cavern-like chamber in
they were most excellent,” murmured of life having been spent in the school gles or English, a Teutonic people, who,
tain that a plpt existed to rifle the I was stopped.
and full, and if the stranger-obey which, the fable goes, a queen once papa.
room, they have not acquired that with other kindred tribes, came over
Manor, than that hour by hour after
“ Who am I ?” the cheery stranger ed them, he could not possibly go slept. The^e was a light within other
“ Forged, my dear sir; I entertained alertness, that power to grasp a busi from the mainland of Europe and won
papa had gone I grew more and more said. “ Well, I suppose one can’6claim astray in either direction. It seetpe^
tl^at of the wan yoqng moon, no doubt qf it,” replied Mr. Lidlaw. ness 8jtnation or problem and instantly for themselves a new home in Britain«
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C. J. BUCKLEY’S !

KEYSTONE STOKE

= H A R R IS O N -

W a s N ot a W idow .
that the Congressional Record of the
following morning looked like the ad
her long lost husband turns u p on the
vertising sheet of a Western real estate
EVE OF h er WEDDING.
A N E W M IL E S T O N E I N TH E Is elected. The other fellow is not. And this glorious country is once more saved from its perils.
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY.
agency. It was one of the most thrill
WORLD OF TRAD E.
Had Cleveland been elected, and the other fellow left, the country would be safe all
W ilk esba rre , Jan. 20.— Fourteen For reasons o f our own we have coning
numbers
yet
issued
by
that
able
the same. Nevertheless there is going to be a change in the Administration
PA.
eluded to make a
C O L L E G E V IL L E , M O N T G . CO.,
years ago John Lamb, a well-to-do
o f Uncle Sam’s affairs, but there will be no change in the
journal, and should be read by all ad machinist of Ashley, married Mary
J tJ X jr T X J ls /L Y S T .
E . S. MOSER, Editor and Proprietor mirers of painstaking and artistic liars. Cragn, and the young couple immedi Great Sweeping Sale
The readers of this paper are doubtless think
It is expected that as the bill stands, ately left for the West, settling down
ing of making their winter purchases. We ex
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tend them an invitation to call and inspect our
the Democrats not being united in its in St. Louis, where Mr. Lamb secured
T hursday, January 24, 1889.
a position as superintendent in the
stock before they buy.
UARY, 1889, I N
We expect to remain here, and by fair and honest dealing and living margins, we will hope to
favor on the question of the division of locomotive works. After being mar
accommodate our patrons and increase our trade. Come and see us.
Dakota, the proposed legislation will ried two years a disagreement arose
W e return thanks to the Manage
Yours truly,
die in conference. Still the admirable between the couple and they separated,
ment for a copy of the Fifty-sixth An
All
widths—1,1%
,
1%,
1%,
2,
2%,
2%
yards
energy displayed by the people of the wife returning to her home in Ash
wide from 25c. yard. We have made a great
nual Report of the Pennsylvania Insti
reduction in
Dakota, and the large delegations of ley. Some years later Mrs. Lamb re
PROVIDENCE SGiTT-AJaEceived a copy of the St. Louis Globetution for the Instruction of the Blind,
representative men of both parties sent Democrat giving an account of the
Philadelphia.
Rare Barrains!
here by the statehood meetings to urge drowning of her husband. Thinking Big Reductions,
she was a widow, the woman went into
division, may turn the tide of battle.
Have about 32 pieces new winter styles, and are
T he beef hog and dairy products ex
selling them at give-away prices. We are
The contest in the House this week deep mourning and did Dot resume her
doing an unheard o f business in
ported from the United States for the may seriously affect the fight for the position in society for a long time.
Large lot of Satines reduced from 12% to 7c.
U LBER T’S
She 'said she would never marry again, per yard. Come and look at them.
year ending December 31, 1888, differed
Speakership of the next House. In the but she changed her mind when John
Woolen Dress Goods have been 50c. We will
very little in value from the exports of debate over the report of the Com
COUGH SYRUP for Colds, Croup, Coughs, &c.
Adams, a man of good standing in the close at 37%c. yer yard.
Are still handling that High Grade UNDER
the preceding year, amounting to $87,- mittee on rules two candidates, Reed community, put in an appearance as
WEAR at Low Grade Prices. Just re
LINIMENT, for Sprains, Burns, Frosted Feet, &c
A large lot o f Plaids reduced from 20 to 15c.
ceived a large invoice o f Men’s,
061,137 in 1888 and $87,298,616 m and Cannon, were skillfully placed on lover and later asked the fair widow per yard.
Ladies’ and Children’s
WORM SYRUP, Pleasant, Safe and Effectual.
for her hand. Mrs. Lamb accepted
There will be other lots in this sale ranging
1887.
the defensive by the friends of Mc the offer of marriage and next Tuesday from
7c. to 50c. per yard. Among these you
CAMPHOR CREAM; a sure remedy for Chapped Hands and Face, and Pains on
Kinley and Burrows, and they succeed was the date agreed upon for the cere may find many bargains.
T he U. S. Senate tariff bill passed
Chest resulting from Colds.
ed in leaving Reed and Cannon to vote mony. The bride expectant had com _A full line o f New Goods at regular prices are From Gloversville, N . Y., which we place on
Tuesday, by a strict party vote. The
our counters at whblesale prices.
with the Democrats. The defeat if it pleted nearly- all the arrangements being received.
YANDERSLICE’S SPAVIN CURE, an Effectual Remedy.
House has passed one bill and the
Remnants of all kinds always on hand.
SACHLO.ior Removing Greese, Paint, &c., from clothing.
may be called such, was of course more when, to her surprise, her long-lost
Gum
Shoes,
Boots,
flee.
The above sale will continue for 30 days only,
husband put in an appearance. This
Senate another. Neither will become
Old Fashioned Palm Soap for Chapped and Rough Hands, making them smooth and soft. Abso
a defeat of Reed, whose leadership is was on Saturday morning. Mrs. Lamb
higher this year, but we are still selling lutely Pure Black Pepper and other Spices. Prime Sweet Marjoram. Best Head-light Oil, 150
a law and the battle will have to be
COATS Arethem
avowed, than of Cannon. Reed’s anger was at her parents’ home examining COATS
at last year’s low prices. Ladies’ and
fought over again in the next Congress.
Children’s Hoods and Caps ; the lates styles f
lre
te
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JOSEPH -W- CULBERT.
was plain to be seen. General Hender the wedding dres's, which the dress
We
want
to
make
a
clean
sweep,
and
will
sell
in Men’s and Boys’ Soft and Stiff Hats.
Then a Republican tariff measure ought
We are offering special bargains in Queensson is another mad candidate for the maker had just brought in, when the at the lowest possible prices.
and Glassware. Decorated Tea Sets, 44
to get there quick.
Speakership. He says that the pub husband knocked at the door. The MORGAN* W R IG H T , ware
pieces, 83.25, worth $4. Decorated Toilet Sets,
The Season has not been cold enough to create a demand large enough TRjJ?
woman’s surprise knew no bounds, and
{3.25, worth 84. Second Floor, Room 2.
lished report that his candidacy is only she exclaimed : “ Well, I am not a
to exhaust our supply o f GOA TS and WRAPS, so now we
Just received a car load of Salt, and can give
W il l Sirs Quay and Cooper vote
Keystone Store, Main St., opp. Square,
a subterfuge in Cannon’s interest is a widow, after all 1” Lamb and his wife
you low prices. Ground Salt, 200lbs., 75c. sack.
1
1
give a reason to buy despite-the weather by a
for Prohibition ? A desire to give
NORRISTOWN, PA. Fine Salt, large Sacks, 81-00.
had a long interview, and the result 10jan3t
black
lie.
Groceries
of
all
kinds,
Patent
Medicines,
Ex
somebody else the right to express an
tracts, &c. Hardware, Tinware, Wood and Wil
The President has ordered General was a reconciliation. Adams was noti
opinion does not involve the necessity
low-ware, Paints, Gils, Putty, Glass, Cement,
Swaim, now suspended from the office fied of the circumstances, but he was
Wheels, Rims, 8hafts, Horse Shoes, &c., &c.
loth to believe that Lamb was the
of being in favor of the opinion, on the
Give us a call.
Judge Advocate General, before a re genuine husband. His intended, how
— — ON ALL O U R -------part of those cherishing the desire.
G. J. B U C K L E Y ,
tiring board. The order involves the ever, settled all doubts on that point
Quite a number of politicians silently
P. O. Ironbridge.
Rahn Station, Pa.
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remission of the sentence of the former by returning to the West this evening
recognize this fact.
court martial and a cleaning of Swain’s with her husband.
record.
His sentence of suspension
S ince the wise men of the Supreme
F a ith .
for
twelve
years would expire July,
Bench have adopted the practice of
wearing silk gowns, the presumption 1896. Retirement in his case would A WOMAN EXPECTS A SET OF NEW TEETH
p*
■ ---------------------- > *
FROM THE ALMIGHTY.
may be entertained that justice and not, however, involve a vindication of
NEW M ARKETS, RAGLANS, JACKETS,
his honor. General Swaim was regular
snobbery have clasped hands. The
S
haron , Jan. 21.—Christian Scirner,
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ly convicted, though his punishment
most exalted dignity is that of evenly
the religious fanatic, has wrecked one
was mild.- General Black’s friends are mind in Sharon. Mrs. Mary Hawk, one
balanced justice to all, rich and poor—
the dignity of Right. Such dignity vigorously pushing his claims to suc of the band who believe in his doctrines,
is mentally unbalanced and has thrown
need not be covered with silken robes. ceed Swain. The only objection urged away her false teeth in anticipation of
against him is that his physical dis
ability, as established when his large a new set from God. She has been so
violent for the past few days that phy You Can't Fail but Make a Good Se
T he White Caps have attracted the
These are all this season’s stock, being the latest fashions, best styles and perfect in work
pension was granted, would necessitate sicians have only succeeded in quieting
attention of Representative Fow of
manship. It is the best chance to secure seasonable garments at nominal prices.
lection fro m Our Large Assort
his retirement in two or three years at her by administrating powerful drugs.
Philadelphia, and he has introduced a
Early callers will have the best choice of sizes, styles and materials. Come before the supmost.
But General Black’s friends The sedatives had to be given in some
ment, Consisting o f
bill in the State Legislature, which
ply
is
picked
over.
form
in
which
she
could
not
recognize
claim that three Republican Senators
anticipates the punishment of persons
them, as she claimed to be under the
will vote for his confirmation. There direct influence of the Lord, and refused T O Y S OF A L L KINDS !
found guilty of “ White Cap” atrocities
is an element of danger in the case, medicine.
with three years imprisonment and
Beautifully Dressed Dolls from 25c. up ; Plush
LEADING DEALER IN DRY GOODS, TRIMMINGS AND CARPETS,
’¡’here are not lacking Republican Sen
Cases, Satin-lined Toilet Sets, Work Boxes,
$1.000 fine. Isn’t there sufficient law
ators who long to investigate the Pen
Paragraphs
Quite
Interesting.
&c.
Handsome Silk Plush Albums,
•
F A IS T BROS
upon our statute books now for the
Nos. 76, 78, 80 & 82
sion office and score Commissioner
Vases of all kinds and sizes, Handadequate punishment of White Caps ?
Lewis Purdy, of Yankton, Ky., is
painted
Mantel
Ornaments,
MuerPROPRIETORS.
Black. His nomination would afford the oldest postmaster in the United
tache Cups and Saucers,
States, both in years and service. He
A dispatch from Washington says the opportunity.
Shaving Mugs, Richly
The election of Anthony Higgins as was appointed postmaster of Shrub Oak
Decorated Cups, Sau
there is a well organized movement on
We take pleasure in informing the public gen
cers and Plates,
foot among political and personal friends a Senator from Deleware is welcomed in 1841 by President William Henry
Harrison, grandfather of President-elect
erally that, having erected a
only 50c. set.
with
enthusiasm
by
the
Republicans
of General Grant to ask of President
Harrison. Mr. Purdy is now 93 years Bevel-edged Mirrors, only 25c. and 50c.; Ele
and
with
personal
satisfaction
by
such
Harrison the appointment as Minister
of age, and receives and distributes the
gant Cabinet Photograph Frames, from 10c.
to China for Colonel Fred Grant. The Democrats as know him best. In the mail twice a day. He has never been
up ; Games, Backgammon, Dominoes, &c.
|C 0 1 k B S B Y I 1 .1 I Qtw
chief reason for the movement lies in midst of the shouting, full praise is absent from his post of duty an entire Sleds, Skates, Express Wagons, Rocking Horses,
day
since
be
has
been
in
the
service.
&e.,
&c.,
&c.
given
to
Senator
Quay,
whose
letter
to
the fact that Fred Grant is the son of
r e
o d s
the Delaware Republican, who seemed
“ Look at that now,” said an Irish
a great sire.
but a week ago involved in a destruc man as, in company with a friend, be
tive fight, brought about a speedy set
We are making a specialty of first-class and
I f the reports from the Island of tlement of all difficulties. Blessed is passed a couple of Italians who were
choice mixtures, only 10c. lb. Finest French
engaged in animate conversation.
■ W JA IR -E -P IO O A ÍE S Such an array ot handsome DRESS STUFFS
Samoa be half true, and such is prob the peacemaker. Lucky is Mr. Higgins.
25c. lb. Hand-made Candy Toys,
as can now be found at our store has never been
“ Well, what of it ? They are talking Mixtures,
Sugar
Pop
Corn,
all
kinds
of
Nuts,
Oranges,
&c.
The undersigned is now ready to off, red in this region before. The colors and
ably not the case, the Germans of that Two years ago the leader of a Congres to each other, nothing more.”
our [ M U L L S
i
shades are the very choicest, selected from the
“ Yis, but there’s the one thing Oi
serve the public, and kindly invites stocks ot several large importers of
Island have insulted the American flag sional forlorn hope, a. politician hope
lessly
in
the
minority
in
a
vest
pocket
want to know.”
and committed outrages upon Ameri
We are now able to handle feed, grain, &c., everybody, old and young, to call and :
owned by the Bayards and their kin, he
“ What is th a t?”
with very little expense—and in
inspect the complete stock o f F U R N I
cans residing there. A man-of-war has is suddenly thrown on the crested wave
large quantities.
“ How the divil can they tell phwat We select nothing but the finest. Choice raisins,
TU R E and H O U SE F U R N ISH IN G
currants, citron, Buck’s mince meat which is the
been sent to Samoan waters for the of victory.
OF D R E SS GOODS,
they’re talkin’ about?”—Merchant Tra finest made. New Orleans Molasses. Try a
We will always have on hand, and for sale at
On Thursday the 183rd anniversary veler.
GOODS
in
stock.
A
recital
o
f
the
j
protection of American interests. Ib e
AS
WELL
AS THE MOST RELIABLE OF
can of Snow Flake Corn. At prices below com- the very lowest prices, all kinds of
AMERICAN MAKES.
petition, at
varieties and grades o f goods and prices \
Germans have no doubt heard some of the birth of Benjamin Franklin
Our stock is composed largely of such high
A Boston inventor claims to have
found the monument erected to his
would be tedious. “Seeing is believing," grades of materials as are required by the fas
folks poke fun at our big U. S. navy. memory by Mr. Stilson Hutchins in perfected a process by which ice may
w
,
P.
F
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’S,
and a visit to our Wurerooms will give ■tidious ladies of Philadelphia Brooklyn, Boston,
And even a Dutchman fights best when front of the Post newspaper office, still be manufactured in an ordinary refrig
Washington, Chicago and St. Louis ; also the
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
you the evidence required before mak plainer,
cheaper class of stuffs, for a very mod
erator.
He
has
exhibited
his
invention
there is no danger of immediate retali awaiting unveiling. I t appears that
&c., &C., &c.
ing your purchases.
erate amount of money.
to
a
gathering
of.
capitalists.
In
the
Mr.
Hutchins
has
been
for
sometime
ation.
Here are a few of the colors which are found
We can sell you a car load of Feed anytime, and
T H E OLD STAND
involved in a joint debate with the room was a refrigerator. There was a
BED RO O M S U IT E S in Walnut, in our new Habit Cloths. Broadcloths Henriet
you
can
haul
it
at
your
convenience.
Serges', Cashmeres, Foules; <&e.’: Hunters
stove, and the temperature of the room
Ash, and Oak, and all the c h e a p e r tas,
T h e Prohibition Amendment resolu sculptor, a warfare that became agresGreen, Reseda Green, Peacock Green, Floren
was 72 degrees, Fahrenheit. In the
sive
when
the
sculptor
placed
his
name
grades.
Bedsteads
from
*¡¡2.50,
up.
¡®
“
No
waiting
for
cars
to
arrive,
and
no
un
tine
Green, Granite Blue, Marine Blue, Serpent
tion was passed by the House at Har
loading cars in double quick time.
as artist upon the base in letters five locked and sealed department of the
B lu,, Damascus Blue, , Sapphire, Mahogany,
P A R LLO R F U R N IT U R E .all styles Veronese Red, Heron Gray, Oxide Grey, Mole,
risburg, Tuesday. The vote which was inches high. Mr. Hutchins as an old ice chest was a small tin case filled with
In brief our facilities now are such as to en and grades , including Plush and Hair Mauve, Cedar Brown, 0,.k Brown, Russett
practically a party one, stood 131 to newspaper man didn’t intend to give the “ mixture.” There was no ice in The undersigned has re-opened the the old (Fry) able
us to carry a heavy stock of all kinds of
Brown, and a number o f other shades French
Store Stand in upper part o f Trappe, with a
feed, and to enable us to save time and money Cloth.
Habit Cloth is a leading fabric this season. Not
55. Nine Republicans were on the Mr. Sculptor a five inch advertisement the chest. The temperature of the rest
for our patrons as well as for ourselyes.
heavy as broadclot h ; a fine twilled texture
full variety of Store Goods and is pre
Mattresses, Pillows and Bolsters, so
negative side and six Democrats on the forever free, so in the dark watches of of the chest was 25 degrees. All was
with a rough ned face that won’t wear knotty,
clean and dry. A gentleman placed a
the
night
he
had
the
name
cut
off.
It
pared to accommodate the public
Window
Shades
and
Fixtures.
like many of the low grade cloths have done.
affirmative, while seventeen members
is to be regretted that like time and tumbler of partly melted ice in the chest
Many shades and blacks, very wide, and from
in the best manner.
As heretofore, highest cash prices will be paid
¡¡Qgf“ Remember, everything in stock 8100 to $2.00
were absent or dodged. The Legis tide the anniversary of B. Franklin’s and iD fifteen minutes it was frozen
for
wheat
and
rye.
Broaddoath.- in many new shades. A bar
fro m the minor to more important arti
solid. The inventor claims by bis pro
lature has thus put itself on record birth waits for no man.
gain at 81.00 ; tiuer at $1.50, §2.00 and 82.50.
dies
o
f
Furniture
and
Housefurnishing
cess
to
be
able
to
produce
cold
from
Three large excursions went to Balti
Henriettas in great variety. , lhey are suita
as being in favor of the people express
Goods. You can't go wrong. no matter ble for all seasons of the year, wear well and
any degree down to zero. The annual
ing an opinion“at the polls in the mat more this week to Edwin Booth’s per cost to an ordinary household would be
drape
beautifully Price 50 c t s 75 cts., 81.00
what you want, by giving us a call.
DRESS GOODS,
CALICOES,
formance. The fact that Mr. Booth
and $1.25.
ter of prohibition, and the issue raised never comes to Washington is so decid about $7.
MUSLTNS,
GINGHAMS,
Mew silk warp Henriettas, colors and black,
Picture and Looking Glass Frames Best
will increase the intensity of feeling of ed a “chestnut” that 1 must apologize
made in the world.
TABLE
LINENS,
TRIMMINGS,
o
f
every
description.
Reframing
Pic
There are some things that must be
<mr new Plaid Cloths are very choice in their
iß Pounds High Grade Roller Flour
friend and foe until the day of election for mentioning it. I am led to recall it done in a hurry, or not at all. Catch
tures, Glasses, &c.,one o f our specialties. shadings. These are all desirable for the new
EDGINGS, &c.
Exchanged fo r a Bushel o f
Direr to rie stvle of dresses, now so popular.
—June 18, 1889. The judgment of by the fact that Tuesday night was the ing a flee is one of the best examples
New Cloaking Cloths in stripes and plaids.
Groceries
in
assortment,
best
qualities,
all
the
Good
Wheat.
anniversary
of
the
night
he
left
Wash
A
long
experience
as
a
wood
worker
the voters of the commonwealth will be
apropos to this. But as a rule, it" is
New Jersey Coats for Lidles.
ington, several years after the assas safe to say, the man or woman who time.
enables us to know just what we buy and
New Striped Coats for Indies.
anticipated with much interest.
sination, with the bones of his misguid works deliberately accomplishes the Q u een sw are
and just what we sell. You will get just
New Style-Co.ts for children.
what you buy, and the fu ll worth of your j
ed brother who killed President Lincoln. most. The deliberate worker is the
Special attention given to Grist Grinding.
— A ND —
Q u it e a number of people are inter Wh'at memories might have come to
money.
thoughtful worker, with whom the
We would be pleased to have a share of your
ested in the Live Beef Law recently him, even through the lines of Shylock, habit of system has become second
C
rock
eryw
are
patronage.
All kinds o f Repairing and Upholsubmitted to the Legislature by Rep as be looked upon the Washington con nature. Any one may cultivate it who
229 HIGH STREET,
sieving
done promptly at the Lowest Pos
tingent that his vow of that fearful
resentative Taggart of this county. night had compelled to come to him, will take the trouble to try ; and the Large Assortment, latest styles ; Earthenware, P A IST BROS.* Collegeville, P a . sible Figures. Upon notice furniture
Hardware—Forks, Rakes, Shovels,
to be repaired will be taken to my work
The act is ostensibly designed for the opens a vista of speculation. The most unsystematic, spasmodic worker
will realize with amazement how easy
shop and returned fre e o f charge, 'or
Spades, &c., &c., &c.
“ protection of public health by pro ploughman in tilled fields of peace, it is to get through an allotted task in
the repairs, i f desired, will be made at
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,
turns
up
the
grinning
skulls
of
war.
MUSIC 1
moting the growth and sale of healthy
half the time it formerly required, by
the residence o f the customer.
cattle, sheep and swine, making it a
planning it all out before entering the
LESSONS WILL BE GIVEN ON THE
George W. Rodgerson, of Beaver, Pa
W. H. Blanchford.
misdemeanor to sell the same without comes from an unlucky family, of which office, workshop, or kitchen.
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AND O I E t G L A L I S r
inspection before slaughter within this he is the sole survivor. “ My brother
For men, women and children, we defy compe
On or after September 1st, ’88, by
Commonwealth, and to authorize John,” said he, “ who was killed in the
CO LLE G EV ILLE
tition in styles, prices and qualities. Examine
MAY H. ROYER, Trappe, Pa.
counties and municipalities to appoint cyclone at Pittsburg last week, was the
our stock before making your purchases.
eighth
one
of
the
family
to
die
a
violent
------- AND------inspectors thereof.” The chief purpose
death. A few years ago my father was
J M ZIMMERMAN,
1338 WALNUT STREET,
of the bill is to prohibit the shipment killed by falling from a derrick. Some
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of Chicago dressed beef into Pennsyl time afterward a chimney toppled over
tea ppe. p a
Near Collegeville, Pa.,
OF PHILADELPHIA.
PENNA.
— DEA LER IN —
vania. If the bill fails to become a as my mother was passing by it and she
PHILADELPHIA,
law, perhaps some measure might be was crushed to death in Abe ruins.
Capital, $ 500,000, F u ll Paid.
adopted whereby a protective tariff tax There were then seven ot us left, all
V e g e ta b le s In « © » so n
|L E G A N T
I
brothers. One of my brothers was Sol. E. Heavner, Proprietor
could be imposed upon Chicago beef.
Pure milk delivered every morning to resi
killed by a fall of iron in a foundry
The filling o f Teeth with Gold, and
Insures Titles to Real Estate and Mortgages, dents of Collegeville and vicinity. Butter and
I
PH O TO G R A PH I
where he was employed. A fall of W . D . Valentine \LESSEE OF PAINT
acts in all Fiduciary Capacities—Executor, cheese delivered Wednesday and Saturday mornING
ROOMS.
13sep8in
stone in a quarry killed another. An
W A S H IN G T O N L E T T E R .
Guardian, Assignee, &c., and becomes security ings.
Contour Work, Specialties.
other was drowned in a well. A fourth
for persons acting as such.
CABINETS
PER DOZ.
From our regular correspondent.,
was caught by his clothes on a swiftly
o- T-srsonsr z r a t z ,
STOPPED
FREE
W ashington , Jan. 18, 1889.—The revolving shaft and was battered to
Carriages o f all descriptions manufactured
Marvelous Success.
within
a
reasonable
length
o
f
time,
and
all
R E S ID E N T A T T O R N E Y ,
QA5 " AND « E LECTR ICIT Y
■ Insane Persona Restored,
House of Representatives has wrestled death as the shaft whirled him round. kinds o f wheelwright work done promptly. Mr.
tVr. K L I N E 'S G R E A T
N ERV E R ESTO RER
311 Swede Street,
Norristown, Pa.
with the Omnibus Territorial bill for A fifth brother was killed in a railroad Valentine and myself, having been in the em
_
_
■
fo
r
an
jiRAia
ft N ervs Diseases . Only sure
-------FOR TH E ------accident, and now poor John has met ploy of the former proprietor of the Carriage
828 ARCH ST.
IcZ re /o r H o n Affec vmn. F m , , E p iltm , etc.
several days, mostly in a decent and his fate in the cyclone at Fittsburg. I Works (Mr. Blanchford) for a number of yearB,
i I nfai.libL* if taken a# directed. Jw r w . after
I first day's use. Treatise and $2 trial bottle free to
Rupture cure guaranteed by Dr. J. B. Mayer,
feel assured that we can give every patron
■Fit patients, they paying express charges on box when
orderly manner. Mr. Springer and Mr. haven’t the least doubt that my death we
1 4 3 3 Chestnut St.
¡¡ggT P A IN L E S S E X T R A C T IO N 831 Arch St. Phila. Pa Ease at once, no operation
entire satisfaction. A ll kinds o f repairing and
Jfuetad
received. Send names. P. O. and ««P«“
to DB» KLINK. 931 Arch'S«., Philadelphia. Pa.
or business delay. Thousands cured.
*or
Cox were heard at length, after which will also be a violent one, and I desire repainting and varnishing done promptly.
PHILADELPHIA.
See Druggists. B E WARM OR 1MITA TINU RHA i rL>S.
circular»*
W
auiy.
ISf-Prices
always
reasonable.
OF T E E T H .
the several delegates from the territory that it should be strange as that decla
SOL. E . HEAVNER.
were given a chance- The result was ration may seem.”
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T h u rsd ay , Jan u ary 24, 18E9.,
KHMs ':—$1.25 PEP. YEAR, IN ADVANCE.

This paper has a larger circulation
■this section o f the county than any
her paper published. As an adverising medium the “ Independent" ranks
tmong the most desirable papers, having
a large and steadily increasing circula
Hon in various localities throughout the
county.
It is the aim o f the editor and pub
lisher to make the “Independent” one of
t ie best local and general newspapers
in' the county, or anywhere else, and to
t iis end we invite correspondence from
every section.

Deception.
—Jacob Trinley is erecting a brown
sandstone slack at his fertilizer mill in
R e a d in g , January 2 1 . —Thomas R e Limerick township, near Linfield. I t is ber, of Wernersville, this county, died
to be 45 feet high.
in 1887, leaving an estate of $20,000.
— Mrs. J. B. Hause, of Trappe, very He left a widow, but no children. On
kindly treated a number of theological his death-bed he told his wife that he
students .to a supper, Tuesday evening. had left her everything, but when the
The chief item on the hill-of-fare was will was opened she found that she had
first class sauerkrout. One of thetheo- been cut off entirely. She has now
togs is said to have eaten at least two entered suit to upset the will. The
quart?. Psychology and metypbysics couple lived together happily for over
were hardly as clear as mud next day. fifty years.
N ext T uesday Evening.
At the concert of the Singing Class
of St. Luke’s Reformed church, in
Masonic Hall, Trappe. next Tuesday
evening, January 29, Miss Tillie Syl
vester, a popular soloist, of Philadel
phia, will render several attractive
selections. Don’t forget the concert.

A N ew Com pany.
A new corporation is about to be
FERKIOMEN RAILROAD.
formed at Linfield to be known as “The
We publish the following schedule gratuitously Arctic King Refrigerator Company,”
Mr. Freed having determined to secure
for the convenience of oar readers.
Passenger trains leave Collegeville Station as assistance in the management of the
follows :
refrigerator business which he has suc
FOB P H IL A D E L PH IA AND POINTS SOUTH.
cessfully conducted at that pl$ce for a
M il k ............................................................6.40
a.m. number of years.
Accommodation..........................................8.03
a.m.
Market...........................................................1.10

Accomodation - .......................................'..4.16

p.m.
p.m.

W ages Reduced.
P ottstown , Jan. 21.—Notices were
posted by the Pottstown Iron Company
this afternoon ordering a reduction in
the paddling department of 25 cents a
ton, making the price $3, the same as
was paid during the panic of 1873. This
reduction affects 300 men, and to the
puddiers, helpers and rollers is equiv
alent to about 10 per cent. I t takes
effect February 4.
M atrim ony.
At Mount Kirk Manse, Saturday,
January 12, by Rev. H. S. Rodenbough,
Mr. WiRon M. Underkoffler, of this
place, was united in the bonds of wed
lock to Mi9s Mary W. Landis, of
Providence Square, Lower Providence.
At the residence of the bride’s
mother, by Rev. J. H. Hendricks, Mr.
Abraham Stauffer, of Pottstown, was
wedded to Miss Kate, daughter of
Mrs. Susan Emert, of Ironbridge, both
of this county, January 19'

C harter Received.
Col.
Theodore
W. Bean received from
Mail............................................................. 8 03 a. m.
Accomodation........ .................................... 9.11
a.m. Harrisburg on Saturday the charter of
Market...........................................................3.20
p.m. the Lower Providence Live Stock In
Accommodation...........................
6.47
p.m.
surance Association. The incorpora
S UND ATS— SOUTH.
Milk................................................
6.56
a.m. tors are Win. E. Ellis, Fred'k G. Kraft,
Accomodation.................... - ....................4.48 p. m. Philip S. Getty, Samuel C. Detwiier,
Personal.
NOBTH.
Isaac Z. Reiner, H^nry H. Robinson,
Henry
Stern,
of Phcenixville, came
Accommodation........................................10.03
a.m.
M ilk........................'..................................... 5.48 p. m. M. Y. Weber, John W. Barry, Isaac over this way last Friday morning,
Weber, James A. Morgan.
and in company with David Beard
found piscatorial entertainment along
H om e F la sh e s and S tray Sparks
Off for Kentucky.
the Perkiomen.
F rom Abroad.
M. P. Anderson will journey to Ken
Wednesday, of last week, Mrs. J. II.
—“Haven’t I been telling you so, tucky the latter part of this week, and Richard, Miss Dunlap, and another
will there purchase a car load of superior lady, drove down from Pottstown, and
right along ?”
bred horses for this market. He will visited a number of their friends in
—And out of respect for the prog be absent about two weeks, and will this place, including Doc. Culbert’s
nosticators and almanac makers the
exercise his very best judgment in family.
selecting a fine lot of roadsters and
Mrs. Harry Bean, of Valley Forge,
—“ Beautiful snow” came to hand general purpose horses to be sold at
Sunday.
public sale at Gross’ Collegeville Hotel was in town Tuesday, visiting Mrs. M.
O. Roberts.
—And the rain descended and—there on a day to be determined upon later.
was no sleighing Monday,—
A Sneak Thief.
D eath.
—But on Tuesday Butcher Essig
A
sneak
thief,
whose object seems to
Last
Thursday,
January
17,
James
came down street on a sled.
Pannepacker, an old and prominent have been the acquirement of coal with
—Says an exchange : “ The Super, citizen, of Limerick township died of out a cash equivalent, broke open one
visors of New Hanover have levied a dropsy, aged nearly 82. His wife died of the cellar windows of the Collegeville
road tax of 27 cents to the hundred several years ago. The children sur school building last Friday night. That
dollars.”
viving are Catharine Barrett, of Phila cellar might have served as a trap, but
delphia
Mrs. Elizabeth Reiff, of Nor sneak thieves seem to have the faculty
—Plough Boy is a fast trotter. He ristown ;; Mrs.
J. H. Fisher of Limerick; of planning to a considerable degree of
is also a fast runner; and Barney’s nag Mrs. H. H. Hunsicker,
of Scb wenksville perfection their nocturnal journeys, so
can cha^e a hurricane.
and Abraham Pannepacker, of Wads as to avoid detection. Of course our
principal hasn’t as yet determined to
—Read I. H. Brendlinger’s new ad worth, Ohio.
guard the school building during night
vertisement elsewhere in this issue. The
time. He does his duty during school
Chicken T hieves.
ladies will find it particularly inter
hours and that’s enough. The Direc
esting.
Up to Wednesday evening, last tors can have the service of our bull
—The Pythian Shield is the title of a week, Isaiah Reiff of Lower Provi purp for a reasonable consideration.
new and very neat paper issued by dence was the owner of a large and With Messenger poetry for lunch our
Messrs. Stock & Hallman, at 1121 fine lot of chickens, but on Thursday purp would guard well that cellar.
Girard Avenue, Philadelphia. Mr. Hall morning it was soon discovered that
man was formerly an attache of this the number of the inhabitants of bis
hen roost had been greatly reduced,
Exercise W ith o u t Restraint.
office.
and that only some twenty odd hens
Tuesday morning J. M. Zimmerman
—Remember the Select Readings in and roosters remained after the haul
Ursinus College Chapel to-morrow made by chicken thieves the night be served his customers about town with
(Friday) evening. Favor the Olevians fore. Mr. Reiff has no clue as to the pure and unadulterated milk, as usual.
About half an hour after be had lett
with your presence and receive the identity of the thieves.
Athens for home the horses be was
benefit of a good entertainment.
seen driving a short time before were
Too Much Chloral.
—Every public sale of personal prop
noticed running at large through the
Last week, a waindering stranger, lower ward without restraint in the
erty, of whatever description, advertis
ed in the I ndependent will fee sure to apparently demented, happened at shape of vehicle or driver. After de
repay, many times over, the advertiser Smoyer’s hotel, Trappe. Mr. Smoyer scribing somewhat of a circle by way
for the amount expended. Posters well became at once interested in the man, of Paist's mill and Fenton’s store the
printed at reasonable prices at this as his appearance tallied with the de animals were captured, partly through
scription of a person ,(who had left the heroic exertions of H. H. Allebacb,
office.
'home unknown to bis family) adver who kept track of the runaways. It
—F. F. Saylor, of Ironbridge, recent tised in a Philadelphia paper. Tele appears the horses escaped from the
ly sold his bay trotting horse to Mr. graphic communications with the ad stable at home.
Bro. Zimmerman
Theobold of Pottstown, for a good fig vertiser followed, and a day or so later, must enlarge bis route. The exercise
ure. The horse can trot a mile in three 'the wanderer, who had become de he gives his blooded steeds in going
minutes.
mented through the use of chloral, was through town every morning seems to
taken to bis Philadelphia home. He only put them in the right trim for a
—Mrs. Zimmerman, this place, has
Trappe from Philadelphia by hurdle race undei* their own directions.
bad the sidewalk ^n front of her resi reached
way of Royersford.
dence paved with slate flagging.
L yceum Proceedings.
Joseph’s Bondage.
—Our friend, over the river, R. P.
Baldwin is making active preparations
The performance of “Joseph’s Bond
The following interesting program
to erect a bouse of modern architectural age,” a Dramatic Cantata, in Wash was rendered at the meeting of the
design.
ington Hall, Trappe, this coming Satur Lyceum connected with the Lutheran
day
evening, January 26, deserves to, church, Trappe, last Thursday even
—Please, boys, don’t tamper with
freight cars in motion. We don’t want and no doubt will, attract a large gath ing : Opening hymn, “Near my God to
to chronicle the loss of your life or ering of persons interested in good Thee” ; Prayer, Rev. O. P. Smith ;
limbs, nor do we want to see your music. In addition to the leading Recitation,“ The single head of wheat,”
characters personating the Israelites Nora Shuler ; Solo, “ Washed from the
mothers in sorrow.
and the Egyptians, well trained chorus wheel, “ Prof. John L. Markley ; Reci
—In the matter of spectacles and singers will assist in bringing out in tation, “ The Pastor’s vacation,” Mamie
eye-glasses, J. D. Sallade, Norristown, full the strong parts of the oratorio. Tyson ; Intermission ; Music, “Manis surely up front. See his new adv., We trust all who can possibly do so, guerite,” Miss Alice Stauffer ; Recita
will take advantage of the entertain tion, “ Will New Year come to-night,
next week.
ment the occasion will surely give. Mamma J”—Miss Flora Rahn ; Reci
—Rev. G. W. Glessner, D. D., of Admission, 15 cents.
tation, “ Hit or miss,” Stella Hunsicker;
Shippensburg, bequeathed to Ursinus
Address, “ Forestry,” Dr. Samuel
College his large and valuable library
Wolfe ; Quartet, “ Yachting Glee” ;
Gloom
y
N
ew
s
from
Berks.
of theological and classical works.
Doxology.
R eading , January 18,—The Sheriff’s
—Don’t ask Jake how the mule he
rode down the street the other morning, office here is full of bills advertising
Jurors.
the property of various farmers for sale
escaped.
The jurors for the March term of
No Sheriff for years has been as busy
—Detective Charles Clark, of Potts as the piesent incumbent. It is esti criminal court, Norristown, have been
town, has been appointed by the State mated that be levied on the farms, drawn. The loyal citizens and true of
Fish Commission to be Fish Warden stacks and agricultural implements of this section of the county named in the
for the Schuylkiil river and its tribu thirty to thirty-five farmers in this list, are 1 Grand Jurors—Joseph Net
taries. .
county in the last few months. Farmers tles, Upper Providence ; John F.
say that farming no longer pays and Fisher and John W. Wanner, of Wor
—W J. Gotwals one of our worthy that they were obliged to go under. cester. Petit Jurors ;
butchers, will open a meat store in the Farms which were purchased a few
David Sowers, Upper Providence.
frame building belonging to Augustus years ago for $175 per acre now sell for
F. M. Hobson,
“
«
Markley, this place, in a month or two. about $125.
Sam. H. Hallman“
“
Isaac J. Johnson, Skippack.
—After much sober reflection our
D eterm ination.
Henry G. Croll,
“.
“ purp” has concluded that at least in
Christian Wismer,
“
so far asorginality of ry thm is involved
Even in matters matrimonial a little
Chas. M. Hunsicker,
“
the poem in the last issue of the Mes determination well-applied comes in
D. G. Fetterolf,
“
senger is entitled to some distinction.
right bandy. On Saturday afternoon,
Jacob Johnson,
“
at the home of the bride’s parents,
—Samuel Egolf o f Limerick town Caleb H. Bradley, in East Bradford
H. N. Highley, Lower Providence.
ship is about to establish an envelope township,. Chester county, Dr. Alfred
Isaac Weber,
“
“
factory at Spring City.
Wm.
McHarg,
“
“
Baker, of the same township, and Mrs.
A. W. Loux, Perkiomen.
—-We recently mailed quite a number Annie White were married by Friends’
A. D. Alderfer, Limerick.
cerémony
in
the
presence
of
a
few
of bills,, aggregating several hundred
dollars, and we are in receipt of a few guests. The bride some ten days ago
P gilroad fpfficers Elected.
responses, for which we return thanks. took a heavy cold, whipb nepessftated
We hope to bear frotp all the parties her gojpg 10 bed, apd bpt for the ar
At
the annual meeting of the stock
rangements for the npptjals being com
addressed,
pleted, the event would have been post? holders of the Perkiomen Railroad
—A store j a number of young men ; poned in consequence. As it was, the Company James Boyd was elected
a big brown dog astray ; a tin pan, a ceremony took place, it being perform President and Solicitor ; Rbilip Super,
piece of twine and loud gutfas ; a tying ed with the bride in her bed, and as she Secretary, and Howard Boyd, Trea
on ; canine commiseration ; a growl>a is in fair way to early recovery the surer. The Directors are ; A. Hscatteration for points of elevation ; occasion was a happy one, even under Seipt, Thomas B- Hillegass, Noah Dpale faces, fast-beating blood-pumps, a the clouds which bung over the scene. Frank, P. Hillegass, David II. Rudy,
whang and a bang about the door—and The couple will continue to reside on Chas, W. Wagge, William Seipt, F. G.
a narrow escape for two or more. What the doctor’s fine farm in East Brad- Stinson, D. M. Casselberry.
tun,
At tba annual meeting of the Stony
FOB A LLENTOW N AND P O IN T S NOBTH AND W EST.

Creek Railroad Company Monday
morning the following <(Heirs were
elected for the ensuing tear : Presi
dent, James Boyd; Secretary and
Treasurer, Howard B-ijdr; Directors,
A. R. Cox, F. D. Sower, O. G. Morris,
D. S. Heebner, Samuel Dresher, John
Slingluff, Daniel C. Getty, E. Channing
Potts, J.-P . Hale Jenkins, John S.
Heebner, John Oberholtzir and Wil
liam F. Slingluff.
A V ery Old A lm anac.
Through the kindness of Mr. and
Mrs. M. O. Roberts, we have in tem
porary possession an almanac issued
away back in 1753 to serve for the
year 1754, 135 years ago. Christopher
Sower, Jun., was the publisher. This
ancient heirloom has been in Mrs.
Roberts’ possession for a number of
years, having been passed down from
Mrs. Mendenhall, the grandmother of
Mrs. Roberts. The old almanac, in ar
rangement, from the signs of the zodiac
to the record of the days of the week,
the time ot the rising and the setting
of the sun, is somewhat similar to the
almanacs of the present day. On the
23d day of January, 1754, the sun rose
at 7.10. The same day, 1889, the sun
according to current almanacs rose at
7.18.
This difference is no doubt
largely due to the more accurate as
tronomical calculations of modern
times. On the margin of one of the
pages we find the following : “ On the
20th day of this month [January 1754)
the people sat in churcn without fire,
and on the 27th day.” The moderate
weather of the present winter, until
recently, is therefore not without' a
parallel in times rather remote. In
the year 1754 there were six eclipses—
four of the sun and two of the moon.
W h ite Caps.
Humanity, here and there, is at
present in rather a feverish state of ex
citement on account of the doings of
sundry scalawags and wags denomin
ated “ White Caps.” As near as we
can size up this abnormal product of
civilization a “ White Cap” is one who
delegates to himself the right to act as
judge, lawyer, executioner, whipping
post master and so on, and chooses for
his subjects those whom he happens to
dislike, or those who may be in bis
estimation guilty of a breach of the
peace. The White Cap will bear still
another description : The bunch of
humanity who delights in scaring timid
people just for fun, whose brain is al
ways more or less engaged in no more
laudable employment than in putting
forth efforts to disturb the peace of
mind of his neighbors. White. Caps of
the. latter description have been heard
from in this section. Up at Ironbridge
several citizens have received the regu
lation letter of warning to quit their
homes and wander abroad—just to suit
the White Caps. Cross bones and
skulls, crudely pictured, lend a chilli
ness to the epistles. A good many
White Caps seem to be suffering for a
dose of the right kind of medicine.
FROM G RA TER’S FORD.

p R IY A T E SALE OF
Jottings from Ursinus.
pU B LIC SALE OF
Our highly esteemed friend, R. F.
Longacre, ’88, who had been with us as
a theological student for more than a
Will be sold at public sale, on MONDAY*
I have 300 barrels of extra fine York State Ap
month, has again returned to Philadel ples,
consisting of Kings, Baldwins, Greenings, JAN. 28, ’89, at Perkiomen Bridge hotel,
25 head of fresh cows with calves direct,
phia, where he will resume the study Spies, and Russets, which I will dispose of at
from York county. Good judgment Was
of medicine. Mr. Longacre seems to private sale at $1.50 to $2.00 per barrel. In
•exercised
in the selection of this stock,
lots at a reduction o f figures
have always had a strong love and de five-barrel
and
it
will
be to the interest o f purchasers to at
and 200 bushels potatoes at 60 cents per bushel.
tend sale. Sale at 2 o'clock p. m., sharp*
sire for the study of medicine, and 20dec
I. P. WILLIAMS, Ironbridge, Pa.
Conditions by
whilst he pursued his theological
H. H. ALLEBACH*
studies for awhile, with much satis
J. G. Fetterolf, auct. I. H. Johnson, clerk.
faction, and a marked degree of earn p O R SALE OR RENT.
estness and zeal, he still felt constrained
UBLIC SALE OF
Collegeville. Apply
to make the change lest he would ever to A tenement house near
JAMES HAMER, Be .
bave to battle against the up-risings of
dissatisfaction and discontentment.
We wish him much success in his
UBLIC SALE OF
Will be sold at public sale, on THURSDAY,
choice.
JANUARY 24, ’89, at Smoyer’s hotel, Trappe,
The tickets for the entertainment on
20 fresh cows from Western Pennsylvania.
P er so n a l P ro p erty !
The subscriber has selected this lot of
Friday evening, to be held in the col
»cows to suit this market. They are.
The subscriber, who intends to relinquish the heavy, finely shaped, and excellent baggers and
lege chapel, are now being sold and are
business, will sell at public sale, on milkers. Sale at 1 o’clock. Conditions by
in great demand. Those wishing to farming
THURSDAY, FEBRYARY 7, '89, upon the
JACOB GABEL.
attend had better procure their tickets premises of the late Jacob Beehler, deceased, in
C. U. Bean, clerk.
as early as possible in order that they Lower Providence township, on a public road L. H. Ingram, auct.
from the Ridge Turnpike near the Presmay get a desirable seat. The pro leading
byterion church to the Germantown Turnpike
gram will consist of select readings and road, the following valuable property, consist pR IV A T E SALE OF
ing of three good horses, 6 good cows,
music. Admission, 25 and 35 cents.

A P P L E S I

F R E SH COWS !

p

F R E S H COWS

P

The college authorities have made
arrangements for a free lecture course
for this year. Dr. Klopp. of Philadel
phia, delivered the first lecture of the
course last Tuesday afternoon in the
college chapel. His subject was, “Life,
and how to live it.”
Prof. Weinberger gave his first Bible
talk of the term, before the students,
last ¡Sunday afternoon. His subject
was, "How to spend the Sabbath.”
Rev. John Stauffer, '84, of East
Berlin, Adams county, 6pent a few
days of this week among his friends at
college.
F ranklin .
Prohibition in I 873.
In 1873, at the election on Friday,
March 23d, a vote was taken in Mont
gomery county on prohibition, or “local
option,” resulting in 4002 votes for and
8208 against local option, a majority of
4206 against local option. The vote in
Pottstown was as follows :—East Ward
101 for and 112 against, Middle Ward
146 for and 184 against, and West Ward
60 for and 152 against local option.
Four districts in the country voted for
local option—Upper Providence by 94
majority; 3d Ward, Noorristown, by
53 m ajority; Cheltenham by 3 and
Horsebam by 19 majority.—Pottstown
Ledger.
DUBLIC SALE OF

Personal Property !
Will be sold at public sale, on the premises of
Elizabeth Yerger, above the village of Trappe,
in Upper Providence township, on WEDNES
DAY, JANUARY 30, ’89, the following goods,
the property o f David Yerger, deceased :—
Bedsteads and bedding, bureau, wash stands,
chest, tables, settee and cushion, rocking chairs,
half-dozen cane seated chairs, Windsor chairs,
stands, dough tray, looking glasses, ingrain and
rag carpets, oil cloths, clothes basket, window
shades, crockeryware, knives and forks, home
made soap, tinware, parlor stove, cook stove,
watch, two clocks, set o f harness, horse blanket,
feed chest, meat tub, scalding tub, half bushel
measure, wood saw, post spade, wedges, spades,
shovels, forks, rakes, axes, wrench, augers,
planes, stone hammers, chains, iron dog, chisels,
gambrels, bay, straw and other articles. Sale
to commence at 1 o’clock, p. m. Conditions—
cash.
BY THE HEIRS.
L. H. Ingram, auct.

two have calves by their sides ; 2 fatcows, 6 fine shoats, a choice lot of
’chickens, one two-seated carriage with
I will be at Dorworth’s hotel, Trappe, on
pole and shafts, market wagon, one two-horse
farm wagon good as new with body and ladders, WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 23, with a car load
of extra heavy Ohio Fresh Cows, the fin
one one-horse wagon, set o f wheels for one oneest, I think, ever shipped to this section.
horse wagon, horse power and thresher, feed
>Come and see them.
cutter nearly new, grain fan, (Lancaster make,)
W. H. DICKEY.
combined mower and reaper, horse rake, mill or
business sleigh, 3 plows—one Syracuse steel
beam, one Oliver chilled ; 2 drag harrows, 2
LD THE FORT, FOR FISH ER
cultivators, one Ironage, complete. Mount Joy
IS COMING WITH A LOAD OF
roller, eornsheller, hay hook with rope and pul
leys, rope and tr.ckles, grain cradle, scythe and
sneath, broad, post and other axes, hay knife,
forks, rakes, hoes, picks, shovels, cow and other
chains, 6 pair of traces, wheel-barrow, spreader,
Will be sold at public sale on SATURDAY,
mixing troughs, hogsheads, barrels, boxes, lot of
boards, meat tub, iron kettle, 3 sets of stage JANUARY 26, ’89, at Bean's hotel, Schwenksville, one car load o f Western Fenna.
harness, 1 set for lot wagon, 1 set market har
cows, fresh, with nice calves by their
ness, 1 set light harness, double and singly lines,
sides. This is a very fine lot and will
blind and headhalters, collars, fly straps, lot of
recommend themselves on sight. Also
old iron, 1400 sheaves of corn fodder, 150 bushels
a
few
springers.
A few good horses, that pos •
of corn, 100 bushels of oats, 6 acres of grain, in
sess
all
the
qualities o f first-class animals. Sale
the ground. Household Goods and Dairy Fix
tures : Cupboards, bedsteads, tables, benches, at 1 o’clock, p. m. Conditions by
J. H. FISHER,
parlor stove, 4 milk churns, three 30-qt. and one
Agent for J. G. Banner & Son.
20 qt., two butter churns, butter worker, pans,
cream cans, lard cans, jars, jugs and numerous
other articles. Sale to commence a t l o’clock p.
RSES ! HORSES 1
m. 6 months credit will be given on sums of $20
and upwards by giving approved security.
I will have at my sale and exchange stables
WILLIAM W. KOHL.
at Limerick Square on Monday, January 21,
Samuel R. Sbupe., auct. B. F. Whitby, clerk.
a car load of fine Illinois Horses, and
will sell them at private sale. Some
heavy draft and business horses, and a
p U B L IC SALE OF
’fine lot o f drivers, from 3 to 7 years old.
lOjan
I. T. MILLER.

OHIO C O W S!

H°

T e s ta Pa, Cows and Horses!

H°

P erso n a l P ro p erty .

. Will be sold at public sale, on MONDAY,
FEBRUARY 11, 1889, at t i e residence of the
subscriber, in Worcester township, Montgomery
county, 2 miles north of Fairview Village, on
the road leading to Water street school house,
the following personal property, to wit : Sorrel
horse, 1 5 hands high, coming 7 years old ; can
be driven by any lady, Is fearless of steam and a
perfect family horse. Three cows, 2 with calves
by their sides on day of sale,-the other a springer;
30 pairs of chickens, principally Plymouth Rock
stock. Family carriage, piano box, jump-seat—
good as new ; good express wagon ; lot wagon,
with pole and sbaits ; Syracuse plow, Planet
Jr., cultivator ; drag harrow, roller, push cart,
new ; wheelbarrow, eornsheller, water trough,
scalding tub, gambols, mixing trough, single
and double trees, clevis, sfet of new hay ladders,
half-peck and halt-bushel measures, 15. ft. lad
der. Bushel baskets, forks, rakes- and shovels.
Harness ¡—Heavy set o f harness, good as new ;
2 sets of light harness, one set as good as new—
* black mounted ; one set of g y
extra fine nickel-plated har- n » .
ness, new ; blind and headhalters,
—»■ L JLfL—collars, bridle with lines, new plow
lines, cow and other chains ; fly straps, sleigh
bells, summer and winter horse blankets and
lap edvers. About 500 sheaves of cornfodder by
the sheaf ; hay by the hundred, corn and oats
by the bushel, lot of seed corn ; grain in the
ground.
Blacksmith tools, consisting of bellows, anvil,
new ; patent drill, vise, tongs by the pair, ham-'
mers, heading tools, brace and bits, tire bender,
hooping trestle, an extra good grindstone with
treadle and handle, and many other articles
used in country blacksmith shops ; beam—capa
city 300 pounds.
Household Goods and Kitchen Furniture :—
Eclipse cook stove, No. 27, new, with pipe ; par
lor stove, No. 10, Morning Light, with pipe ;
sideboard, solid walnut extension table, 8 ft.;
sink, lined with zinc, nearly new ; flour chest,
wood chest, benches, kraut cutter and tub ;
churn and horse, butter tub and prints, butter
scales and weights, cream and lard cans, milk
pans and buckets, 2 milk cans—20 quarts each ;
two lanterns, two preserving kettles, screen
doors, a Farmers’ boiler—capacity 22 gollons ;
Enterprise sausage cutter, Enterprise sausage
stuffer and lard press, uew ; meat saw and many
other articles too numerous to mention. Sale to
commence at 12.30 o’clock, sharp. Conditions :
60 days’ credit on all sums exceeding $25; all
sums of that amount and under cash.
J. FRANKLIN LAW.
S. R. Shupe, auct. John R. Weikel, clerk.

^O T IC E 1
Shareholders of Perkiomen Valley Building
and Loan Association, during temporary ab
sence of the Secretary, will please pay dues to
F. G. Hobson, Esq., at his residence, or to any
of the Directors.
A . D. FETTEROLF,
24jan
Secretary.

p O R RENT !
Part of a house—four rooms. For particu
lars apply to
JACOB WEIKEL,
24jan
Trappe, Pa.

p O R RENT!
House and lot in Collegeville, Pa. For par
ticulars apply to
A. D. FETTEROLF.

pO R RENT I
A part o f a house. Apply to
JAMES HEYSER, Collegeville, Pa.

p O R SALE !
The Bible class organized a few
weeks ago has a very good attendance.
A large horse-power churn, nearly new. Ap
I t meets every Sunday evening in the
ply to
A. H. DETWILER, Grater’s Ford, Pa.
chapel at this place. Rev. Isaac Kulp
is the teacher. Divine services will be
p O R SALE!
held in the chapel next Sunday after p U B L IC SALE OF
Bible class exercises. Rev. Jonas Har
A lot of thoroughbred Wyandotte chickens,
Personal Property!
ley is expected to be present to deliver
cockerels and hens. Apply to
the discourse for the evening.
C. J. SMITH,
Will be sold at public sale, on WEDNESDAY,
Upper Providence Square.
M. S. Moyer rented a bouse of S. JANUARY 30, ’89, at the residence of the sub
scriber, in Upper Providence township, on the
Kline. Mr. Moyer will take possession road
leading from Black Rock to Norristown, %
in the spring. Mr. Kline intends mov mile from the former place, the following per
OHN F. M ILLER,
sonal property : A fine Colt, coming 2 years old,
ing with his family to Philadelphia.
. ( of pottstown ,)
sired by Jay Audubon, a thoroughbred horse.
John D. Alderfer of this township 3 cows—springers ; stock bull. Heavy wagon,
Teacher o f Piano, Organ, V iolin, Guitar,
brought to this place last week a piece 4 inch tread, with hay ladders ; Champion
and all brass instrum ents, w ill be at
good as new ; mower aud
of rock which very much resembles reaper and binder,
reaper, 2 hay hooks, rope and pul
slate. Mr. Alderfer is working at a
leys, grain fan, spike harrow, 2
Dorworth’s Hotel, Trappe,
quarry which he thinks will pay any
cultivators, 3 plows, grindstone, 2
■*sets lead harness, set cart harness,
EVERY THURSDAY. Tuning and repairing
person for working it.
push cart, 30-gallon copper kettle, large Radiant
of Pianos and Organs a speciality. Orders may
It is rumored that Robert Goodman Home Heater, 400 bushels of corn, 200 bushels
be left at- the hotel, or Trappe P. O. Terms
of
oats,
6
tons
o
f
clover
hay,
400
bundles
cornreasonable.
intends removing with his family to
fodder, cow chains, and many other articles FSTA TE NOTICE !
Rahn’s Station.
which will be hunted up by day of sale. Sale to
James Pennypacker, an aged and re commence at ISO o’clock. Conditions : Five
Estate of Isaac Yerkes, late of Upper Provi
credit on »11 sums o f $20 and upward ;
spected citizen of this township, de months’
dence township, Montgomery county, deceased.
under said amount, cash.
parted this life on Thursday morning
Letters testamentary on the above estate having
HENRY L. BECHTEL,
been granted to the undersigned, all persons in
last, in the 82d year of his age. He is John G. Fetterolf, auct.
debted to said estate are requested to make im
the father of Mrs. Josiali Fisher, with
mediate payment, and those having legal claims,
whom he resided.
to present the same without delay to
P hiladelphia M arkets.
EMANUEL BUCKWALTER, Executor,
Joseph Tyson, of near this place,
Or his attorneys,
Yerkes, Pa.
P h il a d e l p h ia , Jan. 12,1889.
lost a valuable horse on Saturday last.
Bickel and Hobson, Norristown, Pa. 10jan-6t
FLOUR
AND
M
EAL.
Have a Larger Assortment o f Goods
The animal was not well wben Mr.
than Ever Before and at Lower
Tyson started for Norristown market Minnesota clear,
- $4 25 to 5 00 gST A T E NOTICE 1
5 00 to 5 25
Prices. Gall and be convinced.
on Friday, and continued getting Pennsylvania family
and other high grades,
0 00 to 6 85
worse until Saturday afternoon, wben Patent
Estate of Magdalene Bean, late o f Lower
Rye flour, 3 00 to 3 20
its jaws became locked.
Feed,
•$15 00 to $17 25 per ton. Providence, Montgomery county, deceased.
Notice is hereby given that letters testamentary
H, H. Yellis has made application to
G R A IN .
upon said estate have been granted to the un
the railroad company to have a siding
dersigned. All persons indebted to the same MUSLINS, CALICOES, GINGHAMS,
95 to 1 04
will make payment without delay, and those
CHEVIOTS, WOdLEN AND
put on the plot of ground opposite his Wheat—red, - - - *
Corn - ; 41 to 44
having claims against said estate will piesent
CANTON FLANNELS.
workshops. It is altogether likely that Oats
36
- 34 to
them for settlement to
TABLE LINENS AND NAPKINS,
he will get it,
xx.
SAMUEL K. BEAN, Executor,

J

Fall &Winter Season!

Domestic Dry Goods!

PR O V ISIO N S,

6dec

Fairview Village, Pa.

CLOTHS and CASSIMERES

T h e Suprem e Court.
Mess Pork,
15 50 to 17 00
Mess Beef, »
9 50 to 11 00
Following is a list of Montgomery Beef Hams, RA G G ETT’S PATENT
14 00 to 14 50
For Men and Boys' Wear.
county cases to ‘ be heard by the Smoked hams, per pound, • - llj^ to 12
Shoulders,
8}*
to
10
Supreme Court next week ;
Roaster and Baker!
Lard, - * *
- 6 to
9
Appeal of Phila., Germantown and Butter, - 26
14 to
Uneqalled,
for roasting meats, fowl and fish ;
Eggs, w' - 10 to
17
Norristown Railroad Company.
also for baking bread, cakes, puddings, &c. In
Bed Blankets, -:- Horse Blankets.
Ecbmidt vs. Brandt,
roasting meats or fowls the rich flavor is re
CATTUE.
tained instead o f passing off in steam, as from an MEN AND BOYS’ GLOVES direct from the
Thropp vs. Susquehanna Mutual Fire
Milch Cows,
.
.
$25 00 to $60 00 open oven pan. It will largely pay any family
factory.
Insurance Co,
Beef Cattle, extra, per pound,
5M to investigate the merits of this article and ask
5 t i to
Mclnnes vs. Rittenhouse et al,
how they are liked in this vicinity. Sizes large
“
good,
“
4M to
5
—AN IMMENSE STOCK OF—
or small. Call or send for circular to
“
common “
Wheatland’s appeal.
2 M to
WM. C. GORDON, A g en t ,
4U
to
Calves,
I
X
Oberholtger vs. Heist.
Collegeville, Pa.
Sheep, ’ 4 to
6X
Lewis, Jr., vs. Kreider.
Lambs, - , 5M to
6M
Certiorari to. quarter sessions in the Hogs, . - 6% to
'¡X
matter of opening Knox street in Nor
-------- AND-------HAY.
ristown.
S
c ie n t if ic a m e r ic a n
Average prices for the week ending Jan. 19,
Emerick vs. Moir.
•; 'E S T A B L IS H E D 1 8 4 5 .
.
1889:
Rhine’s appeal.
Is the oldest and most popular scientific and
mechanical paper published and has the largest
Prime Timothy,
$ 90 to 9 5 ® 100 lbs.
Conway et ux. appeal.
circulation of any paper of its class in the world.
U N D E R W E A R For Men, Women
Mixed, - 00 to 90
“
Fully illustrated. Best class of Wood Engrav
Hamilton et al. vs. Hart'
ings. Published weekly. Send for specimen
Straw,
- - - - 80 to OO'
“
and Children.
copy. Price $3 a year. Four months1trial, I t
Lucas’ appeal.
MUNN & CO., P ublishers , 361 Broadway, N.Y.
Hallman vs. Hallman to use.
ARCHITECTS & BUILDERC
- A .G K E 3 S T T S Oberholtzer vs. Huntgbergpy, admin
M Edition o f Scientific American. O
istratrix
Of the Latest Styles.
A great success. Each issue contains colored
Appeal of Jenkintown National
lithographic plates of country and city residen
ces or public buildings. Numerous engraving!
Queensware, Hardware, Wood and
Rank.
and full plans and specifications for the use ol
such as contemplate bull ding. Price $<L60 a year,
Willow Ware.
Appeal of Geiger, executor.
35
cts.
a
eopy,
MUNN
&
CO.,
P
ublishbrs
.
Qt Social and Mera} Culture,
Jenkintown National Rank vs. Rul—A
VERY
LARGE STOCK OF—
I
maybesecurfptroOuced by R ose E lizabeth C lev ela n d ,
le d by applymore.
. ing to MUNN
is having the largest sale of any strictly sub
I & Co., w h a
Appeal of Richer, administrator,
Wall Paper, Paints, Oils,
scription book published,
have had ovei
Penna, Schuylkill Yalley Railroad
40 years’ experience and have made ovei
'Terms and circulars free ; if you mean busi
&Cv, & c., &e.
. 100,000 applications for American and ForCotnpany vs, Walsh, et al,, executors, ness, and want to commence work at once, send
• eign patents. Send for Handbook. Corres
pondence strictly confidential.
$1 for outfit. E xclusive T erritory Guaran 
to use,
Raising Peackes, Prunes, Currants, Citron,
te e d . Hoping to secure your services for 1889,
TRADE MARKS.
Essick vs. Buckwalter,
Cocoanuts, «fee., &cwe are
Yours truly,
In case your mark is not registered in the Pat
ent Office, apply to MUNN * CO« apd procure
Philadelphia and Reading Railroad
Immediate
protection,
Sena
for
Handbobk.
L Y M A N W. D IC K E R S O N & CO.,
Company vs. Edelstein.
C O P Y R IG H T S for books, charts, maps*
etc., quickly procured. Address
919 Olive Street ,
ST. LOUIS, MO,
Yeakle’s Appeal.
ItIUNN A CO., P a te n t S olicitors.
Hamilton’s Appeal,
T R A P P E , 3P-A..
(Mention this paper.)
LJe n e u a l O f f i c e : 801 Broadway, N . Y.

FLOOR AND TABLE OIL CLOTHS,

Boots, - Shoes

RUBBERS!

HATS AND CAPS

SOCIALr M IRRO R*

Beaver: &: Shellenberger,

J

W. ROYER, M. D-,

Practising

t y . M. PEARSON,

Auctioneer,

Physician,

Department of Agriculture.

LAWS RELATING TO FENCES.
The laws relating to fences vary
Office at his residence, nearly opposite Masonic
more
or less in different States, and
Hall.
even the briefest abstract of them all
would cover far more space than can
Tj- Y. W EBER, M. D.,
JgDWARD DAYID,
be spared here. In several States new
fence laws are made or old ones amend
Practising Physician,
PAINTER and P A P E R -H A N G E R , ed every year, so that it is almost im
E V A N SB U R G , PA
COLLEGEVILLE PA.
practicable to keep track of all the laws
Office Hours:—until 9. a. m., 7 to 9 p. m.
on the subject in the whole 37 States,
Samples o f Paper
to say nothing of the eight Territories.
Always on band.
jg A. KRUSEN, M. D.,
Some points of general interest or ap
plication may, however, be mentioned.
L. CRATER,
W IT H W . H . BLANCHORD,
By the “ common law” oí England
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
with
the regard, to fences, which was
PAPER HANGER,
1 to 3 p. m. :
■Until 9 a. r
Office Hours
formerly
adopted in most of tbe old
25augtf
6 to 8 p. m.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Estimates furnished American States, no person was bound
2feb
and paper supplied.
to fence his land from his neighbor’s
R. UMSTAD, M. D.,
adjoining fields unless by force of pre
scription ; that is, at least 20 years’
JO SEPH STO N E,
Practising Physician,
; but every person was bound to
EVANSBURG, PA. (L o w es P rovidence P.O.) C A R P E T
W E A V E R usage
keep bis cattle within his own land at
C O L L E G E V IL L E H O TEL,
Office Hours—Until 8.30 i. ra., 1 to 3 p. m.
his peril. Therefore if the owner neg
Telephone connected with Collegeville Drug
13sep’88
(Formerly Beard House.)
Store.
lected to confine his stock upon his
Rag Carpet woven to order in any style desired. own land, he was answerable for any
Satisfaction guaranteed. Good Rag Carpet for
D. GRAYER, M. D.,
trespass th e j might commit, even
sale at reasonable prices.
though they entered from the land of a
third person or from the highway, and
rp G E R HOTEL,
4th and Yine Sts., Philadelphia. for any injury they might sustain for
TRAPPE, PA.
Eighteen years’ experience, Can be consulted
This old and popular hotel still furnishes the going on the land of another be was
H ju ly
in English or German.
best accommodations for man and beast. The precluded from recovering damages.
bar always supplied with the best liquors and
cigars. Rates, $1.50 per day, and from $1.50 to In States where this law bad not been
$6.00 per week.
jyR . B. F. PLACE,
adopted tbe owner of tbe animals_was
J. W\ PLACE, Proprietor.
under no obligation to fence them in,
5aply
J ohn G ü n t h e r , Clerk.
and they could wander over any un
! !
D E N T I S T
fenced land as if it were common, and
86 E. Airy Street, NORRISTOWN, Pa. Branch
the
occupant of the land had to keep
Office: COLLEGEVILLE, Monday and Tuesday. Gas administered.
them out at his peril. Nowadays the
legal obligation of tbe owners of the
Perkiomen R. R.,Pa.
EMOYED
land to make and maintain partition
R
and roadside fences, where no pre
The undersigned has •taken pos scription or agreement exist, rest en
session o f the
tirely on the laws made in different
209 Sw ede St r e et , First house
below Main St.
States.
NORRISTOWN, PA. (Formerly of Boyertown.)
When the laws of a State require
Teeth extracted without pain by the use of
------- AND------two parties having adjoining lands to
Pure Nitrous Oxide Gas, Ether, &c. Also the
new process for freezing the gums a miracle.
put up a division fence, each must
Artificial sets from $5 to $10. English and Ger
man spoken.
(ptapt-89
make aod maintain a just and equal
portion of the same or pay for making
The flour mill has been put in good repair,
M. BROWNBACK,
Certain local
and farmers can have their wheat converted into and maintaining it.
flour, or exchanged for the best flour.
The officers, usually called “ fence viewers,”
Areola Mills have always taken the lead in mak
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW , ing tbe best burr flour. Will always be kept on or the assessors or commissioners of
baud a full line of all kinds of
highways in each town, acting as
No. 8 AIRY STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
Jun.25-lyr. - M ill F eed and Coal - “ fence viewers,” are empowered to de
cide the share of expense of the fences
OF THE BEST GRADES.
each party must bear and the damage
J jW A R D E. LONG,
to
the injured party from neglect to
Mr. Whitworth, as miller, will have charge of
the mills, and all the business pertaining there fence or repair when required to do so.
to, in my absence, with authority to sell at
A ttorney-at-L aw ,
figures as low as the lowest. Favor us with If through flood or any other cause the
our orders.
No. 4 PENN STREET, TWO DOORS ABOVE
division fence has been broken down,
SWEDE, NORRISTOWN, PA.
destroyed, the person
I shall still continue to handle Fertilizers. I removed or
have to offer this fall something special in the bound to make or repair such fence or
TYSON KRATZ,
shape of a Natural Guano, from South America.
It has been selling at about forty dollars” per any part thereof, shall make or repair
ton ; it must be sold this fall. Farmers, come
Attorney - at - Law?
and examine it. It is an excellent article as a the same within ten days after a writ
grain
and grass fertilizer. Will oifer it at a ten notice shall have been served on
811 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
great reduction.
him, and if he then tails or refuses to
|3g" Philadelphia business'also attended to.
F . 3? . ZF-A -U rtU STG ER . make or repair, the other party can do
R esidence : Lower Providence Township.
28jun6m
12aply
the work and recover expenses and the
costs of the suit from the party so neg
AUGUSTUS W. BOMBERGER,
lecting or refusing. The time within
which the fence must be built can,
ALL THE TIME, IN
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW ,
however, be extended to 30 days in
Land Title and Trust Co.Building, Nos. 608 and
some of the States by the “ fence
610 Chestnut St., Philadelphia.
viewers,” while in some of the States
Room 33. Take the Elevator.
Dec,17,lyr.
as
much as double the cost of the work
BRUSHES
SOAPS,
can
be recovered, with heavy interest.
OILS,
^ P. FETTEROLF,
AXLE
Boundary fences are agricultural
GREASE,
“ fixtures,” being in their nature real
WHIPS,
Justice of the Peace
COMBS,
estate, and they pass, by deed, with
Blankets,
C O L L E G E V IL L E Pa.
Robes,
the land, without being expressed or
Lap-Covers
CONVEYANCER and General Business agent,
designated as part of the thing granted.
Fly-Nets,
Will clerk sales at reasonable rates.
A tenant, whether for life or years,
All the Best Grades of Working and Driving may cut timber trees for the necessary
COLLARS, at
J O H N S. HUNSICKER,
repairs of the fences already existing
on the farm, even though he has agreed
Justice of the Peace,
to make repairs at his own expense ;
RAHN STATION, PA.
Call and examine our stock and ascertain but he cannot do so to build additions
^^"Conveyancer and General Business Agent. prices before going out o f your latitude to make
SEIF’ Repairing attended to to those already constructed when he
Clerking of Sales attended to. Charges reason your purchases.
promptly. The best material used.
able.
27jancame into possession.
23F” Headlight Oil, Cigars and Tobacco.
Boundary fences must be built on
J O H N H. CASSELBERRY.
the line. If for any reason it is im
practicable or unreasonably expensive
(}4 mile north o f Trappe.)
to fence on the true boundary line, the
Surveyor and Conveyancer
“ fence viewers” are required, after ex
gUNDAY PAPERS.
Sales clerked; sale bills prepared. Orders by
amination of tbe impediment, and due
mail will receive prompt attention.
Nov8-6m.
P. O. Address : Grater’s Ford.
The different Philadelphia Sunday papers will notice to tbe parties interested, to de
be delivered to those wishing to purchase along cide where it is to be built. A° agree
the line o f Collegeville, Freeland and Trappe,
ment to maintain a boundary or di
P. KOONS,
every Sunday morning,
vision fence is irrevocable, except by
H ENRY Y O ST ,
Collegeville. mutual consent or in some way pro
Practical Slater ! I News Agent,
vided by statute. If a person neglects
RAH N 'S S T A T IO N Pa.
to maintain bis share of tbe fence and
Dealer in every quality of Roofling, Flag P
A T E N T S
his own animals are on that account in
ging, and Ornamental Slates. Send for estima
tes, and prices.
Caveats and Trade Marks btained, and all Pat jured, or if he sustains loss by the
ent Business conducted for M O D E R A TE F E E S.
Our office is opposite the U. S. Patent Office, entry upon his land of animals belong
T B. WISMER,
We have no sub-agents, all business direct, ing to others, he has no remedy. If
hence can transact patent business in less time
and at less cost than those remote from Wash his animals stray upon another’s land
Practical Slater I
ington.
and through a defective fence or be
Send model, drawing, or photo, with descrip
Collegeville, Pa.
Always on hand roofing tion. We advise if potentable or not, free of cause there is no fence where the law
slate and slate flagging, and roofling felt. All charge. Our fee not due till patent is secured.
orders promptly attended to. Also on hand a A book, “ How to Obtain Patents,” with refer provides for the maintenance of § fence
large lot of greystone flagging.
ences to actual clients in yonr State, county, or by him, be is liable as a trespasser. A
town. Address
C. A. 8NOW & CO.,
H oc) Opposite Patei)t Office, Washington, D. C. covenant to erect and keep a fence in
W. GOTWALS.
repair is one that runs with the land
PA
Y E R R E S
and is binding on the successors and
can make 95.00 per
Day profit sellin g o u r
------- BOTCHER AND DEALER IN —
ALBUMS. W e b e a t th e
aasigns of the covenantor.
W orld f o r low p rices. A
The occupant of the land, and not
B E D P L U S H P H O T O G R A P H A IsB U N f,
X 10K. E m bossed p ad a ed sides, j^oid edges,^extenthe owner, is the person who is bound
I ................
h o ld in g 32 p ag es o f C ab in et an d C ard
sum
clfti
Will serve the citizens of Collegeville and
s e n t Sor
; bound also
—■—
| 81.00, re ta ils f o r $2.2'■■■■■■■
n Ju p an eese Morocco. I llu stra te d c ircu lars F R E E
to keep the fences in repair, and be is
vicinity every Tuesday and Friday.
aplfl-tf
o f th e above a n d J F IM E R
-------fiTVLRI OP------entitled to such use and occupation of
Forahe« <fcHeXUlitn,
C in c in n a ti.
the adjoining land as is necessary to
RAP IRON !
d o a b le th e ir m oney
e e fib s o u r B B A 8 S
carry out the duty. No one is bound
PiMsBfti g0jTUgated
The highest cash prices paid for Scrap Cast
to keep up fences between adjoining
Iron, delivered at the foundry o f the
REFLECTING
SAFETY
L
A
M
P
.
lauda
of which he is the owner. When
ROBERTS MACHINE WORKS,
Can be sold in every fam ily. Gives
mdre lig h t th a n three o rdinary lamps.
16)un
Collegeville, Pa.
“
' ‘
np sent by Express for
animals
bve&& through a sufficient
th ir ty cents. We also nave the best
keiliug Coffee Pot in the U. á.
fence
their
owners are liab)e for dam
-Bend fo r illu stra te d circulars to
FANTED !
Y0MHEE& McMAKIN,Cincinnati,0
ages consequent on the trespass. J.Í
Salesmen to sell our choice varieties of
any person who shall have made his
Nursery Stock, either on Salary or commission.
portion of a division fence desires to
^Permanent employment the year round. Now J|R S . S- L. PUGH.
Is the time to engage and solicit orders for
remove
it and suffer the land to lie
•spring. None but men o f undoubted character
TRAPPE, PA.,
■need apply. Address, with references,
open, that is >‘in common,” be may do
Attends to laying outthe dead, shroud-miking
MAY BROTHERS, Nurserymen,
so (provided sjqch jamjs qre pot .cleared
lo o
Rochester, N. Y.
Ac.
TRAPPE, P A ,

Homeopathic Physician,

P h o enix v idle P. O., Pa. Residence : Near
Black Rock, Upper Providence, Montg. county,
Pa. Will do my best to fill every engagement
in a satisfactory manner.
19jyly

W.

J

J.

Piisicianait

Areola-:- Mills !

N.S.

.D .D .S.,

Areola Flour and Grist Mills

COAL AND FEED WAREHOUSE !

c.

- B A R G A IN S -

HARNESS!

D etiM , Upper Proviieice Square.

John G.Detwiler.

J

J.

Beef,: V eal: and: Mutton

sc

AGENTS

ALBUMS

AGENTS

Gristock & Vanderslice,

or improved) at any time before the
I F YO U W A N T TH E V E R Y B E S T TH R E SH IN G M A C H IN E
first of November in one year and the
N O W I N U SE, YO U SH O U LD PU RC H ASE
TH E C E L E B R A TED
C O L L E G E V IL L E , P A .
first day of the April following ; but
at no other time. Then he must give
D e a l e r s in
ten days’ notice to the occupant of tbe
adjoining land of his intention to apply
White and Yellow Pine, and Hemlock
to the “ fence viewers” of the town for
NO FARMER CAN AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT ONE. OUR
permission to remove the fence. If
LU M BER ,
tbe fence viewers refuse permission,
and he, notwithstanding, removes the
Various grades, dressed and undressed..
Are guaranteed to be light running and are supplied with a SPEED REGULATOR that is
fence, be renders himself iiable lor all
Safe, Reliable and Durable.
damages which may result to the other
S H IN G L E S , split and sawed.
S T E A M H E A T IN G
party from such removal. No person IRO N C A ST IN G S
P IC K E T S , C E D A R A N D C H E S T N U T
In All Its Branches.
Óf Every Description Made to Order.
is bound to fence any part of bis land
R A IL S .
which is open to general use or is “ in
AGENTS
common”; but if the owner of the ad
L e h i g h and S c h u y l k i l l
FOR THE
joining land builds a partition fence
Which is now almost indispensable for convenient supply o f water.
along the “ open” land, and the owner
of the latter afterward improves it^he CEDAR TANKS of all sizes made to Older,
----■
IS^IR O N PUMPS a specialty.
must pay for and maintain half of the
fence. The character of a “sufficient” Steam and lU a ter Fitting in all its Branches.
or legal fence, varies considerably in
SHAFTING, HANGERS, PULLEYS, &c., &c. Particular attention given to Repairing
the different States, being determined
Farm Machinery.
by tbe statutes of each.
The laws with regard to highway
COAL. - - COAL.
fences vary greatly in the different
Engineers, Machinists and Iron Founders,
States. In some the provisions for
statutory fences are very stringent ; in
Collegeville. Fa.
others a landowner is not obliged to
Corn, Bran, M iddlings,
fence against cattle on the highway un
O ATS, L IN S E E D M E A L ,
less they are rightfully there; i-n others
be is under no obligations to fence at
AND CAKE MEAL.
SO COMPLETE !
SO NEW !
SO NOVEL !
SO CHEAP !
all ; his only duty is to prevent his
Shoemaker’s Phosphate, and others. Harrison’s
own cattle lrum trespassing on his
Town and Country Paint,—second to none in
the market. Also Harrison’s Rough and Ready
neighbor’s land. But if he turns bis
Paint,—a cheap durable paint for barns and
fencing.
cattie into the highway to graze and
APPROPRIA T E G IF T S FOR A L L K IN D S OF F O L K they pass therefrom into a neighbor’s
L I T T L E AN D B IG — At all kinds o f prices.
adjoining field, though even an insuffic
ENTERPRISE
ient fence or in the absence of a fence,
the neighbor can recover for the tres
The Newest Designs in Silverware, Ice Pitchers, Sugar and Cream Sets, Castors, Butter Dishes,
pass, as the cattle were not lawfully on
Knives, Forks, Spoons, Fruit Knives, N ut Picks, &c., &c., &c.
that part of the highway. In tbe ab
R0YERSF0 BD, Mont. Co., Pa.
Opera Glasses, Spectacles and Eye Glasses to suit all. Our LOW PRICES make these beautiful
sence of stautes on the subject in any
goods all bargains.
State, the common-law rule, which does
J. D. Sallade, Jeweler and Optician,
I would announce to my friends and the public,
not require the owner to fence bis
th at I am now prepared to furnish
16
E.
MAIN
STREET, (Opposite Public Square) NORRISTOWN, PA.
land, but yet compels him, on his peril,
to keep his animals on bis own
grounds, has an equal application to
AT REASONABLE PRICES.
the owners of land adjoining public
Monum ents and T ombstones , of Italian or
Proprietor.
American Marble or Granite, in the
highways. As a general rule, railroad
W M. C. BLACKBURN,
finest and latest designs.
companies are required by statue to
b<T>d
hi
G
alvanized
- Railings,
fence their tracks, and are responsible
m
P
for all injuries to animals, whether by
£*
For Enclosing Burial Lots, o f different descrip,
P*
tions. Particular attention paid to Mar
M*
negligence or not, in case of default.
CO
ble Work, for the bases of
ta
ia
But where no statutes exist, and no
B U IL D IN G S , S T E P S , S I L L S , E T C ., E T C
V»
obligation is imposed by covenant or
All work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and
prescription, tbe common-law doctrine
<o j r
put up in a workmanlike manner. Any design
V» v
furnished desired on Monuments or Tombstones.
applies, and the company is no more
fa
O
Work can be seen at the yard, or the different
a
h
,
bound to fence its land than is the in
Cemeteries in the neighborhood, that has been
PL
turned out at the E n tebpk ise W orks . Call and
dividual.—Rural New Yorker.
see me, and get prices. My expenses are low;
S’ ^
therefore I can sell accordingly.
My motto:
“ Low prices and fair dealings,
3 *-*In this country nearly $3 worth of
f5 t*
RESP E C TFU LL T,
M
CD
milk, butter and cheese together are
4
m
D. Theo. Buckwalter.
June8-ly.
sold and consumed to every dollar’s
worth of beef. What is more there is
CO LLE G EV ILLE
not much danger that the market for
dairy products will ever be less than it
H E A D Q U A R T E R S j 1 4 4 W . M A I N Street
is now—it is practically inexhaustible.

Dwarf Thresher and Separator.

H O R S E

IP O 'W IE IR .S

PERKINS WIND M ILL

The R ob erts M achine Company,

F L O U R ,

The Sensation of the Season!

=O U R HO LID A Y GOODS ■!=
LARGE & VARIED ASSORTMENT OF WATCHES, CLOCKS & JEWELRY.

HAETRAIFT HOUSE, HOEEISTOWI, PA.

MARBLE WORKS

ALL KINDS OF MARBLE WORK

A Genial Landlord, a First-class Cook, a Courteous Clerk.

A Wisconsin farmer took his stock
through a hard winter, after a dry sum
mer, by storing eyery bit of cornfodder, putting all bis straw under cover
for feed, and buying liberally of wheat
bran. His stock came through in good
condition, and he made as much money
as if forage had been plentiful.

For SPORTING Goods I N O R R IST O W N , Fa.

BAKERY !

The Hunsicker Company,
PROPRIETORS.

Fresh

Bread,

Rolls &cM

COAL,.

C O A L,

EVERY MORNING.

Guns, Revolvers, Muzzles, Powder, Shot, Shells, Caps, Wads, &c., Sporting Goods, of every De
scription, Wholesale and Retail. Shells loaded to order. ^ " R e p a i r i n g and Choke Boring a specialty.
A full supply of Coal o f all sizes constantly on

W IL L IA M B R IG G S .

hand, from the best mines in the
Schuylkill Region.

IC E C R E A M !

-Our Facilities for Executing-

Different flavors, during the Season.

----- ALL GRADES OF -----

Parties, Pic-Nics and weddings supplied at
short notice, on reasonable terms.

Flour Hi Feed

Wm. J. THOMPSON,

PROMPTLY DELIVERED AT THE

-BUTCHER, AND DEALER IN THE BEST—

LOWEST PRICES.

are such as to enable us to do strictly First-class work promptly and at reasonable prices.

Con, Oats, Cbop Coro, Col Meal,
Cracked Corn, Middlings, Screenings, Bran,
Cotton Seed Meal, Barley Sprouts, and
everything usually kept in a flour
and fe6d store................ Also

Clover and Timothy Seed,

The

Job Work done at the I ndependent office favorably compares with that done anywhere in
thp County.

VEAL—

If yop have anything to sell and want to sell It and if you want your neighbors apd {fig rest of

mankind to know that you have something to sell and want to sell it—no matter what it is—

Seed Corn, Seed Oats, Lime, «See.

a

p F A g e n t for Will^WS apd Clark’s Phosphates.

d

BEEF,=

Fayop Us with your orders and we will do our best to serve you well.

v

e

r

t

i

s

e

:

5
Visits Cqlleggyilld, Trappe, apd yjciqifyop Tqg»day, Thursday’ and Saturday” riioarungS pi 'epgh
week. Thankful to the public for past favors he
Invites continued patronage. Highest cash price
paid for calves.

WM. j. THOMPSON,
IJ1WER PROVIDENCE, PA.

—IN THE COLUMNS OF THE—

YARD AND WAREHOUSE :

Oaks Station.

Perk. R. R.

FRANK REES.

3-29-ly

H ERE W E AR E AGAIN

^ “PRO V ID EN CE
IN D E P E N D E N T ”Ja
The best advertising medium in the middle section of Montgomery county.
pen d en t

circulates it is eagerly scanned by interested readers.

people every week, and its circulation is steadily increasing.

Wherever the I n d e 

It is read by at least 3500 _
Money judiciously

invested in an advertisement in its columns will bring you liberal returns.
A public sale of Personal Property advertised in the I n d e p e n d e n t

BOOTS & SH OES!

will not fail to attract the attention of numerous neoole
and bring together plenty o f buyers.

Having laid in a large and well selected stock of

Advertise

W. E. Johnson, Proprietor.

Fall and Winter Boots and Shoes for

M E N ,

- 5-

B O Y S ,

H IS S E S ’ anil CHILDREN,
I desire to invite your attention to the same,
as I am positive I can quote you prices as low
as can be named anywhere, excepting no place,
quality o f goods the same. My Misses’ and
Children’^ School Shoes are unsurpassed in
quality and price, from $1.25 up. Infants’ shoes
from 30c. up. Men’s, Boys’ and Youths’ Fine
Shoes o f all grades and prices. Men’s Gum
yb&tp, light weight ; and heavy Gum Boots for
Boys at'fow iguyes. Fqtl line of rubbers to fit
any feet, large or small, gffy down in price.
Please give me a call ana be convince ’.

jA

..

J)0H T°r C 0,

w

.

l o t j x

,

IRONBRIDGE, PA.

S U B S C R IB E FOB T H $

R Q B S E

cc

I I C T I D E I F I E n s n D I E I s r ' T ’,
-$1.35 per annum, in advance.

11

AFTER ALL OTHERS FAIL

You will get the worth of your money and more or less happiness

into the bargain by subscribing and paying for the I n d e p e n d e n t , the paper that stands on its
own bottom and says what it has to say without fear or favor.

CO NSU LT

The I n d e p e n d e n t

contains all the news of a local and general nature it can get hold of, and
all opinions worthy of space.

GOODS,

fqgljiding blankets, lap cpferg, ffbiqs, fly pets,
$ c . A foil stock q fcq iU rs a'Ways' Jin hgnq,
apd ail kindg of the best. harness manufactured
at short notice. Ordered work and repairing
will rgeeive prompt attention.
87janyi

I f you want a live, wide-awake nineteenth

century local and general newspaper with opinions of its own,
subscribe for the PROVIDENCE INDEPENDENT,

BF
R
jj
t i l l I I I I AFTTM
EE
ftNT.
TRB
EA
TO
M
EE
N-T. J/JbW
I JU V MM MJ TREA

329 N. 15th St., below Callowhin. Phila., Pa.

9 0 years' experience in all S p e c ia l diseases. Per
manently restores those weakened by early indis
cretions, Ac. Call or write. Advice free and strictly
confidential. Hours, 10 A.M. till 3 P.M.. and 7 to XQ
evenings,

Send 2 ct, Stamp for Book.

